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Buffalo Bill and the Renegade Queen;
OR,

DEADLY HANDtS STRANGE DUEL.
By the author of " BUFFALO BILL.''

distance away, and the shouts and oaths of maddened
mingled with the rattle of revolvers.
humanity
THE BEGINNING OF THE END.
It was a canyon, which might be called a fertile valley,
"By heaven! it is not the Deserter Sergeant, but Buf- for there were trees·, meadowlands and swiftly running
falo Bill ! He has been a spy in the. band and tracked brook, all overhung by lofty cliffs that surrounded ii:.
The canyon ended abruptly at one end, and narrowed
them to death. Ha! there is my gallant Captai~ Fred
Forrester, and he, too, comes with a noose in his hand, to a pass between cliffs at the other.
Where the woman stood was a rude cabin hidden in a
but not for my neck, for I shall kill him now and end it!"
As the speaker uttered the words a rifle went slowly clump of timber, and in the background were several
up to his shoulder, and the aim was upon the form of a horses.
Entering the cabin, she dragged out a pack-saddle,
man in uniform, with straps on his shoulders to denote
which she hastily put upon the back of one of the horses.
that he was an officer.
Upon another a side-saddle was placed, and leaping to
But the trigger was not touched by the . index finger,
her seat, the woman rode away from the cabin, leading
and the weapon was quickly lowered with the words :
"No, no, it would be a mercy to kill him, so he shall the pack-horse and skirting the timber in the background
so as to avoid notice.
live. for I shall make his living worse than death.
Soon after she rode out through the pass and as silent~y
"l\Iy God! why do I linger here when all is lost? I
must not be taken," and the speaker glided back into the as a phantom disappeared in the gloom.
And in the canyon the fight continued untii cries for
shadow of the timber, and disappeared in the darkness.
The one who spoke these words, uttered with feelings mercy rang out and the rattle of the revolvers was hushed.
What followed were death scenes, and an execution
of bitterest hate, was a woman, almost a child, and a
beautiful one she seemed, as the light of a flickering fire . that sent a guilty soul into eternity.
But while the one thus slain faced death, he had said
had fallen upon her face, and revealed, also, her form,
in a voice in which there was no tremor of fear:
clad in a riding hagit.
"l uffalo Bill, you have given your pledge to me to see
The scene she had gazed upon was an appalling one
for men were struggling for life and death but ~ short that my wife, now to be known as the Renegad.e Queen
CHAPTER I.
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of the Sioux, shall receive the letter I have intrusted to
your hands ?"
"I have," was the 'firm response.
· "B\lffalo Bill, I trust you, though you brought nie to
this fate . I am ready !"
They were the last words of Snow Face, the white chief
of the Sioux, for a platoon of cavalrymen sent their bullets into his breast.
The group was a stran,ge one, and men were there
whose names have become known throughout the landheroes of the border whJ will long live in poem and
storv;
It. was the end of a trail which -Buffalo Bill had pledged
himself to follow to the end, and he had kept his. pledge.
. Assuming to be an outlawed soldier, known as. .the_Deserter Sergeant, whom he , closely resembled in face and
form, who had often been called the great scout's
"double," and whom he had himself slain, he had joined a
band of road-agents known as the Brimston~ Brotherhood, the chief of whom, tracked to death, lay but a few
.
rpds away from where Buffalo Bill stood.
Impersonating the Deserter Sergeant, he hac\ v,isited
the Sioux village, over which Snow Face, the renegade,
ruled, and he, too, had been lured to his death there .in
that canyon, the outlaws' retreat.
Gathered about in groups, some of them guarding outlaw prisoners, wern a score of cavalrymen, men o.f the
U J S. Cavalry, from Fort Fairview, _ who bad been
detailed on special service under the scout, and had been
known as Buffalo Bill's Boys in Blue.
Bending over a wounded man, tenderly caring for him,
was a man of superb physique, who had won fame as the ·
surgeon scout, and who yet lives, in· the person of Dr.
Frank Powell, the hero of many a border romance, and
whose life has been the most exciti1;g and romantic .of rornances.
Not far frorri him, silent, ' Standing with arms folded
upon his broad breast, like a statue of a soldier, wa·s an
.
army officer, whose life was under a cloud. .
His name Captain Fred Forrester, and he had long
been suspected of being in league with outlaws, but recently the confession of a dying outlaw; Captain Brimstone, had cleared him.
H·is stern, determined face is strikingly I1an'dsome, and
his ·carriage superb, while his manners, though courteous,
·
are cold and reserved.
He, too, has come to the end of a trail that he has followe·d long and ruthlessly, and the dead outlaw chief
lying at his feet almost, in the far bygone, wl)en : a·· poy,
he had called brother, and looked ttp to ' as alr tha-t- was
good and true, to in the end be cruelly deceived. · ·.
Apart from the group, half shrinking· from ·sight;· was a,
slend~r graceful form, one whose rescue had just been
accomplished, for she had, with the beautiful traifress who
had led her· into a· trap, been kidrtaped by, Captain Brim·
stbne, 'theiroa·d.:agent.
And, as she stood there, pale, hut beautiful, her eyes
ti1nidly sought the face of the young captain, he who had
been under a ·cloud _among his fellowmen-who had been
called the outcast officer; and yet 'whose brave spirit had ,
not broken under the weight of infamy and ·humiliation
cast upon him.
.She had heard the outlaw chief's last words, his confes-
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sion that Fred Forrester was not guilty as accusec;l, and
she wondered, as she· gazed upon the stern, handsome
face, why it was not. full of sunshine.
And so in that canyq11 men were dying as the moments
went by, graves were dug and filled in, and then cam~ inquiries for the beautiful traitress, who had acted as the
tool of the outlaw chief, ?-nd visiting the fort, had lured
K.a te Kennerley, · a belle and heiress, into a trap, pretending to be herself a victim <}.lso of the kidnapefs. ·
So search was made for the traitress, whose childlike
beauty had been her strongest card, and then it was discovered that she had departed from the canyon: fled foto
the trackless mountains, alone, to escape from those who
.
might be merciless to her.
revenge.;
But they dreamed not that she had escaped
they had not measured the strength of her implacable will,
nor fatl~om~d the. deep depravi7 of h~r wo1:ian's heart.

.for
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CHAPTER II. ·
· THE

RENEGADE

QUEEN.

A strange place for a woman, and· a beautiful one, too,r
in the village of a redskin tribe.
Yet her surroundings are not altogether Indian, for her
home is a co~nfortable log cabin, with several rooms, with
a piazza across ·its -front, where swings a hammock, and
where severaJ rustic easy-chairs are found.
The furniture .is not such as is found in an Indian tepee,
but better than what many a cabin of a well-to-do farmer
or-rancher contains.
That it was taken on raids, pillaged from trains carrying the baggage of some commandant to his frontier post,
did not make _it a whit less comfortable to the cabin's
mistress.
1,'he C?.;bin looked like the home of refinement, though
about it, a mile or two away, were scattered tlie villages
of. the Sioux, over whom the former chief held sway, for
it. wa~ the one-time home of Sriow Face, the renegade.
The woman upon the 'piazza was his wife. ··
The scene from her home was a grand one, of vaffey,
winding brook, meadow lands, a tepee village in the distance, herds of ponies feeding here and there, ·and a back.
.
~ound ot' lofty mountains. ,
The cabin was at the head of. the valley, and was .sheltered by overhanging cliffs fringed with mountain _pines.
Sketches in pencil, water-colors, and other bits of handi·
work, were upon the cabin walls. .
What had been an officer's loss had proven a renegade's gain, and the latter had enjoyed the comfort thereof. _
The woinan was reading, and was· seated in a rude but
comfortable rocking-chair the while, her eyes now and
then turning from ·the pages of her hook to the · beaiity of
the scenery before her, the valley growing ..dark far away,
·as the sun s;i,nk nearer .th<: mountain range~
She was clad · in a: suit of buckskin, heavily beaded,
fringed and worked with colored porcupine-quills. ·The skirt was short, <lisp.laying leggins incas1ng neatlyturned nether limbs, while moccasins were upon her feet.
, Strings of beads were about her neck, and in her belt
were a pair of silver-moimted re.,.olvers, one on either hip:
The form was the perfection or symmetry ·and grace,
and the head \vas set hatightily upon the shapely shoulders .
Her hair, of .!·e.d-&"old hue, was braided, and hung be-
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low her waist, while a jaunty head-dress of feathers rested
upon her brow like a crown.
The face was beautiful, and· as innocent looking as a
child's; but, for all that, there was decision of character =n
·
it most strongly marked.
Her eyes, large, lustrous, yet dreamy, were dark, and
shaded by long black lashes, presenting a striking contrast
to her auburn hair, and her complexion, pure as a lily, was
yet bronzed and .tinted with perfect health.
Such was Irma Dean, the wife of the renegade chief,
whom the reader has seen executed in a c;anyon, under the
carbines of a platoon of cavalrymen.
It was several days after the sceue in the canyon, and
she was alone in her home a111ong the mountains, her redskin servant having gone over to one of the villages of her
people.
Though reading, the woman did not seem wholly interested in her book, for she raised her eyes often from the
pages to glance down the valley.
Suddenly her eyes became riveted upon an object,
which soon proved to be a horse and rider.
"Ah ! I thought.it was Douglass; but it is not he !"
She sprang to her feet, and took a glass from a hook
near, leveling it upon the horseman .
Then her face paled, and she cried, excitedly:
"My God! What brings that man back here?"
She replaced. the glass in the bracket, cast her book
from her, and sank into her chair, as though from weak.
ness.
Her beautiful face was now white, and her lips quivered nervously, while her eyes glowed with a stran·ge
.
light.
The horseman, meanwhile, had come nearer, and
·
proved to be a white man.
have been
would
and
He was well. mounted and armed,
taken for Buffalo Bill had he been in buckskin.
Instead, he was dressed in a cavalry uniform, wore the
stripes of an orderly-sergeant upon his arm, and his black
sombrero was encircled by a gold cgrd.
He rode with the air of a man who knew that he was
constantly face to face with death.
His eyes scrutinized the' cabin and its su · t;oundings a&,
he advanced, and a close observer would havlt1seen that he
.was ready for instant fight or flight.
He saw the woman, yet appeared not to do so, and soon'
aiter rode up to a tree, and, throwing the rein of his horse
over a limb, dismounted.
Approaching the piazza, he did so with his rifl-e swung
to his side, and his hands conveniently near the butts of
bis revolvers.
Ascending the steps, he raised his sombrero, and said,
politely:
"\\Te meet again, madam.''
''l\Iay I ask why, sir?" the woman demanded,. coldly.
She was calm now, yet very pale.
"I am here on a mission to see you, Mrs. Russell," anci
there was a touch of sadness in his tone.
"Do not call me by that name, sir ! How dare you do
so?" and her face flushed with anger. .
"You are Mrs. Russell, I know. I have come to give
you pain, I know, for I am the bearer of sad tidings to
·
vou."
' "Good God! My husband ! He is dead?"

3

"He is, madam."
"And you are his murderer! By the heaven above, but
you shall die for this, Buffalo Bill !" and the renegade
queen drew a revolver from her belt and leveled it full at
the man before her.
CHAPTER III.
A

WOMAN'S

•

OATH.

There was determination in the woman ~s eye to kill, and
the man whose heart she covered with her revolver realized it.
There was no q11iver in the small hand that held..the extended revolver, and the eye was running along the sight
for deadly aim, when, quick as a flash, the man dropped to
the ground, and the bullet flew over his head.
• In an instant, he had seized the revolver, and wrenched
it from the· woman's hand, while he said, sternlv:
,
·
"Hear what I have to say, madam!
"Don't force me to be cruel toward a woman, for I
would not be."
He took the other revolver from her belt, and she sank
clown into her chair, her form quivering, her eyes glaring
at him, while her teeth almost cut into her lips to force herself to calmness.
"I will listen," she said, with an effort.
"I came here as the Deserter Sergeant, and yet, as you
suspected, I am Buffalo Bill.
"I took advantage of my striking resemblance to the
deserter, whom I killed in a personal encounter, to play
his part, and, as such, I was admitted to membership ih
the band of the Brimstone Brotherhood.
"I entered their ranks as a spy, to destroy them, and
was ssmt here by their chief, whom you knew as Edmund
Allyn.
"I formed an alliance between your husband and Captain Brimstone, and then I struck my blow.
"But it was not as successful as I wished, for Allyn escaped, and it did not include the capture of ·your husband.
"I tried again, with a special detail of soldiers, known
as my Bo~s in Blue, and this time the result was all I
could hope:"11 ,
, : 'My lmsb~tt~ is dead!" and the words were utter~d
with enforced calmness.
"You shall hear all, madam. I again played the part
of the Deserter Sergeant, and met Captain Brimstone,
also playing a part, that of an itinerant parson.
"As suclJ, in company with a woman, who is a beautiful fiend 1 from all I know of her, he went to Fort Fairview a11d kidnaped a young lady, who is rich, and able to
•
pay a large ransom.
"This was while I was here, your husband's prisoner,
for he suspected me, as you know.
"You were good enough to set me free. He followed
on my trail, and, by a strange combination of circumstances, I met an officer on the trail of the kidnapers of
Miss Kinnerley, and the result was that we went to the
retreat near of my Boys in Blue, ambushed your husband
and his redskin warriors, who were upon niy trail, and
r
'
'
captured the chief!'
"Then, he is not dead?" almost shr ieked the woman.
"Be calm, I beg of you, and hear all."
"Go on, sir, for I am perfectly calm," was the answer,
.

.
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and she spoke the truth; but it was a calmness that was
dangerous.
"We theI? went on to the canyon, where Captain Brimstone had !us retreat, and surprised him, with his men."
"And Edmund Allyn-I mean Captain Brimstone?"
"Was mortally wounded, and died soon after."
·"Ah!"
"Before dying, he made a confession, to the effect that
he had killed the rich old gentleman whom your husband
was arrested for the murder of, and had plotted so that he
would be suspe8:ed."
"Thank God, Douglass was innocent of that crime, as
he always said he wa&."
"Yes, Edmund Allyn committed the .murder, got the
~oney, and intended that Douglass Dean should hang for
it, and .thus he would make you his wife.
"You pledged yourself to marry him, if he would aid
Dean to escape, which he did; but you broke faith wifu
him, fled· with the man you loved, and left alT to believe
that you had been drowned.
'_'That was why you and your husband dreaded Captain
Brimstone as you did. "I pity your husband, for he was embittered by the
charge against him, and fled with you to the West, and,
somehow, became the white chief of the Sioux.
"AIJyn came .West, to save himself from the galiows
for crimes committed; he became a gambler, and then a
road-agent, chief of the Brimstone Brotherhood.
. "I trailed him to his death in Eagle Canyon, three
mghts ago, and your husband also met his death there."
She gave a moan, but said nothing, and Buffalo Bill
continued:
"I Iwd my orders to execute him, and also Edmund
Aiiyn, when captured, and · sq I detailed a platoon of my
Boys in Blue as an execution squad.
. "Your husband asked to write you a Jetter, and I gave
him my pledge that I would deliver it to you; hence I am
here, for, still believed to be the Deserter Sergeant bv
your warriors on sentinel duty, I passed through thei'r
lines unsuspected.
"Here is the letter, and I ask you to give me your
pledge that I shall go free from this place, and unfollowed
b)C your braves until I have been gone several hours.
"If you refuse, I shall destroy this letter, and, as you
are i11 my power, I can bind and gag you, and thus make
my escape. Have I your pledge?"
She arose, calmly, while her eyes turned wistfully 4pon
·
the letter. .
The look of utter misery in her face touched Buffalo
·
Bill to the heart, and he said :
"You wilJ give me the pledge I ask, will you not? For
God krv:>ws I pity you, and do not wish to act roughly
toward you.
"I know that your love brought y6u to these wilds, and
I now know that, being accused of crime when innocent
made. your h:-isband what he. became-a renegade to hi~
own race, chief of a redskin tribe. \iVill you let me go
unm<;>lested ?"
"Yes, I pledge you to do so. But did you have my husbp.nd shot?"
~ '~I did so in the· discharge of my orders and duty and
'
he died like a man."
"I believe that, sir, for he knew no fear. You can go

.?

now; but, Buffalo Bill, hear my oath," and, dropping
upon her knees, the Renegade Queen raised her clasped
hands, and cried :
· "I vow, by High .Heaven, Buffalo BilJ, to track you to
your death! And, when you are in my power, may God
have mercy upon you, for I will not.
"Give me that letter from my dead husband, my murdered husband, and go !"
The scout placed the letter in her hand, and turned
away.
An hour after he had passed the sentinels at the outpost of the Indian viila~e, .and was riding through the
darkness back to Fort Fa1rv1ew.

•

CHAPTER IV.
THE LIFTED CLOUD.

Among the frontier posts from north to south, none
were pleasanter, or more ~oug-ht after by officers and men
as a station, than was Fort Fairview.
Its situation was delightful, for the prairies stretched
away from its walJs to the southward, and rolling timber
lands were to the northward.
There .was a river, with bold, picturesque scenery,
brooks, valJeys, and hilJs round about, and thus the surroundings were most charming to the eye.
It was, at the time we write of, a post vf danger, however, and the headquarters for a string of posts and forts
stretching north and south for sevhal hundred miles.
It was strongiy built, of stockade waJls and earth forts:
there were several batteries stationed there, a regiment of
cavalry, and the crack one of the army, too, with a couple
of regiments Of infantry, and a company of scouts, with
Buffalo Bill as chief, who ,had been detailed there when he
left Fort Taos, after his round-up of the road -agents in
that vicinity.
. Col9ne1 Cassidy, the commandant of the post, was every
mch a soldier, a bachelor, and a courteous gentleman.
He did his duty, and expected every man in command
,
to do the same.
The officers' quarters about the fort were large and
well located, the barracks all that the soldiers could desire, and then came a little settlement known as "the village," where the sutler had his store and home, the teamsters and hangers-on were quartered, with the wives of
the married soldiers to add to the communitv.
· So it was that Fort Fairview was a pleasant abidingplace, and yet one there had found it a hell on earth to
'
speak forcibly.
This one was a young- man who had been a favorite
with his equals, a pet of the ladies. and the idol ·of his
men.
He was called a dandy, and yet was acknowledged to
b~ the J;>est soldier in the command, for he never neglected
his duties, though, when off duty, devoted himself wholly
·
to pleasure.
Handsome as an Adonis, formed like a Hercules, courteous, elegant and dashing. all could not but admire· but
he was kn.own to be fast. " rapid as the wind," the j~nior
·
.
officers said.
He had a stable full, of fine horses, his quarters were
fu.rnished. li~e the ~oudoir of a city belle, for they contamed pamtmgs bnc-a-brac, curios, and any amount of
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tro"phies of the hunt and travel, with 'guns, rifles, revolvers,
·
and swords.
He had a cook, a valet and grootn, and lived luxuriously.
It was said that he had been born rich, but had been
cheated out of his fortune by a guardian, yet little wa::;
known of his past, other than that he hailed from the
South somewhere, and had stood number one in his class
at West .Point.
His pay did not, of course, support him in luxury, so it
was known that he gambled, and was a bole\, extravagant,
if hot a reckless, player.
He was said to be a sad flirt, too, for there was a magnetism about him that seemed to win women at once.
But his gambling, his orgies, and flirtations were condoned, and he still lived on in popularity, until one night
he went to the rescue of a wagon-train, hemmed in by
Snow Face, the renegade, and his braves. ·
He gallantly made the rescue, but Captain Kennerley,
the officer in command of the train, was mortally
wounded, and intrusted to the young officer a large sum
of government money and five thousand dollars belonging
to his niece, Kate Kennerley, an heiress, then at Fort
Fairview.
The young officer became separated from his command,
and returnee\ to the fort, after several days, with the story
that he had been robbed of the treasure by road-agents.
But he also stated that he had met Gambler Gaul, a
noted sport of the border, who had paid to him a debt due
him of five thousand dollars, and with this he liquidated a
number of pressing debts due.
"Then "Madam Rumor" set her tongue to wagging,
and the "idol of the army" found hinJself suddenly accused of having hidden the money intrusted to his keeping, and 'dark stories were floating about against him.
So great was the pressure that he was court-martialed,
but acquitted; but the verdict did not raise the cloud from
·
~
about him.
He came out of that terrible' ordeal a changed man, cutting those who had meant to cut him; bis horses and
household effects were sold, except those he actually
ne.e ded; his valet and cook were dismissed, and his groom
had to do treble duty, and his quarters were closed to all
who had been his friends, with two exceptions, and they
were Buffalo Bill and Surgeon Frank Po,vell. .
His men and the people of the fort yet remained true as
steel to him , and he ever had a salute and kine\ word for
them, where his bow was freezing to his superiors and
..
equals.
He shunned no one, devotee\ himself to his duty, and
won the confidence and esteem of his commandant.
There were three others who were his friends, too, and
these were Dunbar Dunton. the major of his regiment,
and his beautiful, young wife, and Kate Kennerley, the
belle of the fort, and the very one whose money he had
been accused of appropriating.
So it was that Fred Forrester, captain · of the gallant
the "Outcast Officer," and
~th Cavalry, hecame known
bore -all in stern silence, suffered uncomplainingly, and
bided his time.
Still, appearances continued against him , for a boy
b.ugler, who had been with tb.e rescued train, had been. discovered to have formerly be.::u known to the captain;· and

as
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rumor had it that he had been forced to leave the fort
under orders of Fred Forrester.
Believing in his innocence, both Buffalo Bill and Surgeon Powell had taken the trail to solve the mystery
' hanging over the young officer, and the solution came in
Eagle Canyon, where Captain Brimstone and Snow Face,
·
the renegade, were hunted to death.
Then it became known from the lips of Edmund Allyn,
alias Gambler Gaul and Captain Brimstone, that he was
the stepbrother of Fred Forrester, had robbed him of his
fortune, as his guardian, for he was rimch older, and y~t,
when they had met on the plains, had never been betrayed
by him.
He confessed, too, how his men had robbed the young
officer of the government treasure and Miss Kennerley's
money, and, in fit of virtue, how he had kept the saddlebags intaet to restore to the one he had so' wronged, and
thus the sttms had been returned to the paymaster at. the
fort and heiress, and which act, which Forrester could not
explain, had been misconstrued into the belief that he had
had the treasure bag hidden all the while, and brought it
back only under pressure to remove the cloud upon hi.m.
And so back to the fort went the Boys in Blue, under
command of Captain Forrester, while Buffalo Bill went
off alone to keep his pledge to the renegade chief. .
The Boys in Blue escorted the reseue.d maiden, Kate
Kennerley, and, upon arrival at the fort, the truth came
out, the cloud was lifted, and Fred Forrester had won his
triumph.
But another mystery enshrouded him, for, who was this
''boy bugler" who had proved to have been a woman, masquerading as "Miss Meserole," the ally of Captain rim.
stone, to kidnap Kate Kennerley?
Who was "Miss Meserole," and what was she to Fred
Forrester?
That mystery the young officer would not solve, so he
yet remained· "under a cloud."

a

CHAPTER V.
A

WOMAN

"CHIPS

IN."

,
''Halt! Brakes on hard, and hands up!"
Rainbo\y ·Rob obeyed these comm<1-nds, startling, terse,
and threatening, that rung .out from the roadside, with
the promptm;ss of a soldier on parade.
Rainbow Rob was an old driver in the Rockies, and
had, to use slang, "been thar before."
He knew just what such a command on 1!he Overland
coach trails meant, and, if not promptly obeyed, that a
volley of• bullets would follow, and he would be made the
recipient of leaden souvenirs~
So he drew rein, put his foot hard on the brakes, and
then held his ha11ds over his head.
. He had taken the box at the last station, the commenc~
ment of his run, which was a short one, bu.t severe and
perilous, and could only be drive'n by the most skillful
hand with the ribbons.
He had six-in-hand-a splendid team, that knew their
•
master as well as· he knew them.
The last driver had told him that there were fou r men
inside and a woman, arid that was all the acquaintance he
had with them.
One of those inside was a miner, another looked like a:
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If he could gain start enough to let darkness come on
speculator frbm the East, a third was a Mexican, welldressed, but evil-faced, and the fourth "Judge" Jessop, before his trail was taken, he felt that he had the night
the new landlord of "The Roost," in Gbld Pocke~ City, before him, and need not dread pursuit.
So he had demanded the pledge from the queen that he
whither the coach was bound.
The fifth passeng~ was fl. woman, wearing a long cloak, should have a godd start.
Had she not given it, he would have done as he threatand veiled.
Rainbow Rob had won his cognomen on account of his ened-bound, gagged, and left her so, and made his eshair, which was burned red !i.round the edges under his cape, for he knew, if found there by warriors as her foe, · ·
hat, was black on top, except where a tuft of snow-white he would have not the slightest chance for life.
So he made his terms, and she agreed to them, giving
hair grew on his forehead.
He was a powerful fellow, good-natured, feared noth- her pledge, yet also taking oath that she would hunt him
ing, and drove with a skill that no other man on the Over- down for having taken the life of her husband.
He left her, and the Indian outposts, regarding him as
land could equal.
He gazed quickly at the toll-gatherers who had brought the Deserter Sergeant, the ally of their chief, allowed him
to pass through the canyons without suspicion or hinhim to a halt.
As to recognizing them, it was impossible, for the two drance.
The scout at once set off for the fort, and rode swiftly
were at the heads of the leaders, and the man who stepped
on until he came to a broad trail.
tp the side of the coach wore a mask.
Into this he turned, and, reaching a stream, he did not
Ti).ere were three outlaws in sight, but how many were
not visible Rainbow Rob did not know, nor did he intend cross it, but followed the water-course for several miles,
when darkness had fallen, and he determined to camp
to discover by attempting to disobey the command.
The last driver had hinted tl)at he thought he carried a until nearly dawn.
He was looking for a place to turn out of the stream,
rich party inside, and Rainbow Rob felt very sorry that
when he caught sight of a firelight.
they should come to grief upon his end of the line.
Instantly he drew rein, and glanced, earnestly, in the
But, then, what could he do about it?
"Rainbow, you have dust aboard to-day, and I want direction of the light.
The murmur o( the waters, here and there dashing over
it!" said the outlaw leader.
"Help yerself, if they is willing," was the surly re- pebble-bed and among rocks, he knew had prevented the
splash of his .horse moving clown the stream having been
sponse.
,
But, ere the man could make a step toward the coach, heard.
So he once more moved along, keeping well in the
the door flew open, and a feminine fom1 appeared, while
shadow of the trees upon the farther. shore of the shallow
shC1fply rang out the words :
'"Gentlemen, I chip in here and call you ! Hands up, stream.
By the clear starlight, he easily picked his way, but
pard, or I play my sixes for trumps !"
The outlaw leader and his men were so taken aback at moved slowly, to let the waters drown the splash made by
the vision confronting them that they stood undecided his horse.
and seemingly disconcerted.
The firelight grew larger, and he soon saw that it was
It was a woman, and yet apparently scarcely more than built in an open space upon the bank of the stream.
eighteen.
A horse was staked out near the creek, and another
She had a wealth of auburn hair, and eyes as black as stood close to the campfire, while some one was taking a
jet, whlle every feature of her face was perfect. '
pack~saddle from its back.
Her form was slender, graceful, and clad in a velvet
The scout regarded the scene most attentively for a
•dress of the Mexican pattern, slashed on the sides and while, an'd then said to himself :
trimmed with buttons and lace, and her head was sur"It is the boy bugler, Miss Meserole, or whatever he
mounted by a sombrero, richly embroidered.
A strange, beautiful, picturesque creature she was, and or she chooses to call herself or himself. I will pay him
•
one who "meant biz," as Rait\bow Rob afterward re- or her a visit in camp."
So saying, he rode on past the camp, and, leaving the
marked, for her "sixes," which she was to play as trumps,
stream, staked his horse out about a hundred yards from
were in her hands, leveled and cocked.
"I've got him dead if he winks, or if the other cattle the fire.
raise a gun, so drive on, Rainbow Rob, or rush them
Then he moved on foot to the vicinity of the camp, aud,
down, as you think best."
when the lonely camper-out returned to the fire from
And the woman held the leader covered as she spoke, staking his pack-horse out, he suddenly confronted the
while he dared not raise the weapons which he held in his tall form of the scout.
· ha!1d, and his two followers would riot move without tl:~eir
He had stepped out from the shadow of a tree directly
·
chief's orders.
into the firelight, and his form and face were distinctly
revealed.
CHAPTER VI.
The boy bugler started, and dropped his hand upon a
MISTAKEN IDENTITY.
revolver, while a startled cry broke from his lips.
He possessed a slender, graceful form, clad in uniform ,
Buffalo Bill had insisted upon terms with the Renegade
Queen, for he had been going pretty steadily the past with the insignia of a regimental bugler denoting the rank
month, and had no desire for a running fight of a couple he had held.
Handsome he certainly was, and very attractive, with
of days with redskin pursuers.
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"I do know you, as the quickest and deadest shot on the
his top-boots, spurs, uniform, and fearless face, as beauti·
·
· ·
··
border.
ful as a womah's.
revolver."
my
draw
not
will
"I
to
motion
his
scout,
·the
A minute he stood, regarding
"I will not trust you, so unbuckle your belt, and 'place it
draw· his revolver checked by Buffalo Bill's calmly-uttered
yonder, ten feet away."
·
words:
"I will not !"
",Don't draw that weapon, or I shall break your .arm
.
" Obey me!"
·
with a bullet!"
"And thus give yo_u the advantage?"
Then tHe lips of the bugler parted, with a cry of joy,
- "I have it now, arid intend to keep it."
and the words followed as he sprang forward :
· "I will not obey !"
"Benson, my brother! Do you nat know me? I am
"Let me tell you that I have just come from the Sioux
Ruby, ·your sister!"
The scout started back, but, quick as a flash, she had village, and that there are warriors upon my trail in large
sprung toward him, thrown her arms about his neck, and numbers.
' kissed him.
"I wish to see you to a place of safety before I leave
"I am not your brother," he said, in an embarrassed you, for, if you ate on your way to an Overland station,
way, when he could collect himself sufficiently to speak.
as I believe, yon are off your track, and lost.
"You do not know me, brother, in this dress, for I am
"I mean you no harm, but I am determined that you, in
not a boy, but a woman-your sister Ruby. I came West a fit of passion, shall not kill or wound me.
to seek you, and-- But never mind now who else, for . "Will you obey ?"
·
we will talk that over after a while ; but why do you not
There was something in the calm, commanding manspeak?"
ner of the scout that forced obedience, and the woman unThe Scout was deeply moved. Hi s face had paled, and buckled her belt and p1aq;d it some distance off.
he seemed about to speak, and yet checked himself each
Then she returned, and faced the scout, and said:
·
time." I have yielded, so .tell q1e what you know of me?"
At last he said :
"You are the ·sister of the man known as the Deserter
" I know you are not a youth, and t11at at the fort- you Sergeant.'. ' ·
were known as Billie Blew, the Boy Bugler ; but I am not
"I said as rimch."
Benson Roberts, as you believe."
"Yon came West, perhaps, to see your , brother; who
"Great God! You· are not he whom men call the De- was a fugitive from justice, but more f.rom another moserter Sergeant?" and the woman started back, in evident tive."
terror.
"Name it."
" No, lam not the Deserter Sergeant."
' "I do not kno~ it; but, taking advaritage of your skill
''Then you can be but one other !"
as a cornet player, you joined a westward-bound train,
"Who?"
and was promised .by -the captain in command a position
" Buffalo Bill !"
as bugler:
"I am Buffalo Bill, and not t~e Deserter Sergeant."
"To that captain, Lucius Kennerley, you told stories
about an army officer, poisoning him against hirµ so that
he did not longer .regard him as a man of honor."
· CHAPTER VIL
_
- "To whom do you refer?"
THE GRAVE BETWEE N THEM .
"To Captain Fred Forrester, who re!lcued your train,
- .·
" You are, then, Buffalo Bill?" and the woman spoke saving all from massacre.
the -th
of
bugler
as
fort
the
at
position
a
got
"You
with strange calmness, as she gazed fixedly into t11e face
of the scout, upon whom the light of the campfire fell; re- Cavalry, and stories began -to go the rounds against this
vealing his features and form as distinctly as by daylight. same officer."
"Yon did not believe them?"
"I am ; and you are not a youth, as all at the fort be_
. "No, _I dicl not; nor _did several others; but Forrester
lieved?"
became a social outcast, from th~ charges made agai11st
"I confessed that when I told you I was your sister."
him, and I be.Jieve you instigated all."
"I knew it before."
.
-.
_ .
_ -.
- "Why?"
"Ah! And how?"
-;_'.~.I :do-not: knQw-, and it is none of my business, so I do
"I know you as the one who played the role of Miss
ndt care·; but he-forced you to leave the fort, arid you met,
Meserole." ,
in some way, Brimstone, the road-agent, and allieci. your"Ha ! · You know this ?"
. ·
..
'.'I will tell you just what I do know of you, arid see - self_ to _him for pure devil~ry.
"_Iri · disguise, or, rather, in your own_character, as a
· what you care to contradict. "
"Pray, do so," and there was a sneet: _in th e tone in woman, onl y w.earing: a blonde wig-, you returned to the
which . she spoke, .and her hand again dropped upon the fort as Miss Meserole, and led Miss Kennerley into a
trap.
butt of her revolver,
"We rescued her several days ago, and you escaped,
"Take yovr hand off that weapon,_ fo r, tho.ugh I will
not kill you, being a woman, I will send a bullet through and were allowed by .Captairi F01;rester to go your way,
only he sent a squad of sol<liers to · follow you, that no
your arm ii. you attempt to draw it."
·
.
"If you know me, you will take my advice.I' and Btff- ha:r:m should befall you Y ·
·'H e was very kind,• sneered the woman.
falo Bi11 dre\v his revolver and held it in his hand, as
" Kinder than you deserved; but Captain Brimstone and
·
"
though to carry out his threat.
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his band were captured; the former was killed, and Miss
Kennerly was ·rescued.
"I had captured Snow Face, ·the renegade, and had
him shot. I promised to give to his wife a letter, and I
am just returning from that mission, while the others
went on to the fort, and. finding you here, I see that you
have in some way thrown the squad trailing you off the
scent.
"Now, let me tell you that you mistook me for your
brother, as I ·am dressed in the very uniform he wore.
You did not expect to find me here, while you knew me at
the fort in a different character, and saw me at the can:..
yon, before you fled: in my real person as a ,scout."
·
" And my brother?''
"Is dead in realitv."
"Are yo~1 t11e ma;; who killed my brother?"
"As you force me to tel.t you, yes."
"Buffalo Bill, some day I will kill you-will avenge my
brother, mark my words !" and the disguised woman
shook her c1~1cbecl fist in the scout's face.
"A threatened man . lives long, and I gr0w fat on
thre2.ts," was the scout's indifferent reply, and then he
added:
"Corne! This is no place for you, anll l will guide you
to the nearest point for you to ~ake Lhe Overland coach
East.
''If you remain, here, you will be killed by re• !skins.
"When you reach the station. which we can do hy su11rise. I will return your belt of arms : but now You mu st
go,,. and Buffalo Bill stepped forward , piclm;l nj) the bC:"lt
· of arms. saddled the horses , and led the way from the
camp, the strange woman making no remonstrance, and
obeying in perfect sil.ence. •
ot a word did she utter, through the night's long ride.
i T
nor until after the sun was an hour hi gh did the _scout
halt.
Then he spoke :
"'
"Do you see yonder cabin ?'"'
''Yes."
"It is two miles from here, and on the Overbnd.
"The agent bears the name of Tenderfoot Tom, and
the eastbound coach will go by at noon.
"Good-by, and take my advice and keep awav from the
'vVest."
"I thank you for your care of me in bringing me here:
but I am revengeful, Buffalo Bill. so shall keep my word. "
and, calling to her pack-horse to follow. the -,,·oman rode
on her way toward the cabin on the Overland, leaving the
. ., . ,_ 1· ... _
scout to go his way alone.
;

i

CHAPTER VIII.
A

FORCED

ALLY.

Tenderfoot Tom had the confidence of the managers of
the Overland line.
He was faithful to his duties-they had always found
him so, at least-and he was brave as a lion.
Tom was seated in front of his cabin, as was his I abit,
gazing out over the scenery before him, when he saw a
horseman ride out of the timber, iollowed by a pack horse.
"He are in uniform, and do look like a youngster, " muttered T om, as the coming horseman neared the cabin, ap-

'

pro?ching slowly up the hill, his pack hor~e trotting al~~g
behind him.
"Hello, Pard Buttons! Which way, arid whar gain'_?"
"From Fort Fairview, a bugler of the -th Regiment,
on leave and bound East. Wish to know more?" ··
''I is allers a bit cur'us; but dismount and stake out ther
•
critturs, fer ther stage goes by at noon."
"I will go by it; but I wish to sell my cattle to you."
'·We wants critters allers, and. yours seems ter be fust·
class; but' I hain't' no money."
"Give me an order on vour boss at the other ei1Cl of the
line, and make .it for just five hundred."
" \Von't give it, for ther critters hain't wuth more than
four."'
'"I'll hand you fifty now for yourself, and throw in the
saddle, pack-saddle, and bridles." .
"Now. pa.rd~ you is talkin' sense, so I'll make if six hunclred, call it three horses in ther order, and you give me a
cool hundred now fer my generosity. "
"All right, Tenderfoot Tom."
" \i\That might be your name?"
''Roberts."
''.l see: but I thought as ho,\· you might be a youngst~r
I has heerd of over at F::iiryiew, as the)- colls Billie Blew,
thcr Boy Bugler."
"Yes, I know him well. of course."
1
'"They do s;i.y as how he can play that fii1e as to make
birds quit singin' when he begins; but, jist make yerself at
honw, wh ile I puts up th er critturs . and then 1·fe'il write
ther order fer thcr moneY, and, after thet. hev some
·
grub."
This arrangement was carried cut, and tl~c stage· came
in sight just a'.; dinner was finished.
Tenderfoot Tum S3id something to Rainbow Bob, the
driver, in a low tone, and the young stranger was invited
to take a seat on the box with him, while his traps were
hoisted to the top of the coach, which at once rolled away.
Tenderfoot felt in a good humor, for he was a clean
hundred in pocket, . besides some other things he had
fall en heir to through the generosity of his young companion of an hour before.
So intent was he upon his meditations that he failed to
notice a horseman coming np the trail tmrnrd the cabin
until he was quite near to him.
Then he sprang to his feet, and seized ,his rifle, but at
once laid it aside, with the remark :
.;It's the Deserter Sergeant. · lt are iucky he didn "t
catch up with ther boy. ''
Then, as the horseman drew near, he called out: .
" Hello, sergeant, whar from and what news?"
"Bad news, Tom," and the speaker dismounted, staked
his horse out and took a seat by the tree, facing the. sta/
tion man.
"Waal. I hopes nothin' hev gone ag'in' ther cap'n."
''It is just what ha.s happened. "
"The deuce ! Be he captered ?"
·
" He is dead. "
"Oh, Lord! when and whar ?''
"Buffalo Bill led _a party of Boys in Blue into the retreat
at Eagle Canyon, and killed and captttred the outfit. ~'
. '"Ceptin' yoµ?"
"Yes, I got away.''
"You was playin' in great .luck; but did ther cap'n die

)
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suddint, or did he git religion, and in his last minutes give
his pards away?"
"Captain Brimstone did not give you away, .Tom; but
how many more of the band of Brimstone· Brotherhood
are there besides you and ine ?''
"Thar is four or five more·, I guesses, scattered about
the mines; but you is ther only one knows I are a secret
member, sergeant."
·'Yes, now that the captain and several others in Eagle
Canyon have passed in their chips, I am the only one that
holds your secret, Tom. I followed a trail of two horses
I
here ; who war the riders?"
"A young horn-blower from the fort on leave, and
going home, but he were a fool to come this far alone."
·
"He took the 1stage ?"
" Yes."
"Now, Tenderfoot Tom, as vou said, I alone know that
you were secretly an ally of the Brimstone Brotherhood,
and the compact between us is to be that you are my
ally."
' ''I'm agreed, sergeant." '
"Yes, you are to keep your place here, and report to
me every moveinent of an outlaw and horsethief, and you
are to send your letters to me in a cipher I will give you,
addressed to tlie fort."
"To the fort?"
"Yes, for I will be there, or near there. I am to know
every suspicious character that goes through in the coach ,
and if you fail me, Tom, I will know it, for I shall entrap
you if I can."
''I say, pard, I - -"
"Now, Tom, I am not, as you suppose, the deserter
sergeant. but one who will spare you and protect you if
you serve me, as I wish, and ser1d you to the end of a
rope if you fail me.
''My dear Tom, I am Buffalo Bill! Hold! those weapons I exchanged with you are not loaded, ·but yours are!
"Don't make me kill you with your own· revolver,
Tom."
"Durned ef I do, Buf'ler Bill; but I are ther deadest
bcatec;!est man you .eve,r seen, and I caves complete."
"You arc wise; but, you understand me, and your position, so we will talk business,'' and th e scout smiled, for
he was master of the situation.
CHAPTER IX.
THE

LADY

SPORT.

The situation on the Overland Trail, as detailed m
Chapter V., when Rainbow Rob's coach was brought to
a hold-up by masked road-agents, and in the minute of
their success a >voman suddenly sprang from the stage and
''chipped in with her sixes" was a most thrilling one.
Rainbow Rob was a man to take quick advantage of
anything that turned up in his favor.
The fact that no fire came from others in ambush, and
no other outlaws appeared, revealed to him at a glance
that there were no more than the three.
The leader of these was under cover of the girl's revolver, and the other two at the heads of the horses
seemed struck spellbound.
" I've got him covered, Rainbow Rob, so drive on with
your h.earse and leave him to me," cried the girl.
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Rainbow Rob half obeyed, for he suddenly raised his
hand, a report followed, while the man at the head of the
leader, on the side of which stood the outlaw under cover
of the girl's pistol, dropped in his tracks, and at the same
time, the horses, startled by the shot, were swung rom1d
directly over the fellow on the other side.
He tried to escape, but was knocked down and hurt
severely, while the brake was put on and Rainbow Rob
'
leaped to the ground just as the girl swung out.
''Hands up, outlaw, or die?"
The man obeyed with promptness, for he saw that his
situation was desperate, and knew that the trapper was
trapped.
At the same time the others in the coach leaped out,
and Rainbow Rob said dryly:
"No need o' . yer services no.w, pards, fer ther stiff is
pervicled fer th er buryin' by this !eddy.
"As fer you, pard, I'd like a look at yer face , and so will
clip yer claws and then take a peep at yer countenance,
which are a m an one, I'll bet high on it.
"May be it were better thet ther Jeddy send yer' ter
kingdom come, fer yer'll hang, sart'in, when yer reaches
Gold Pocket City."
As Rob spoke he stepped up to the side of the outlaw,
who stood with his hands elevated above his head, and at
once disarmed him, after which he tore the mask from his
face.
"As I thoughted, you i'S one o' ther Gold Grabbers
Gang ; but I guess you is about all is left of 'em.
"Pards, give a hand yender in puttin' thet gerloot on
ther hearse, along with ther stiff I kilt, fer i~ are my rule
ter take all game home arter killin' it."
Thus appealed to, those from the coach raised the
wounded outlaw, who had been ~~~ked down by the
leaders, and placed him in the stage, while the dead man
,
was thrown on top.
"Pard, you get up thar, too," ordered Bob, to the outlaw leader, who stood silently in their ,midst.
He was a young man, reckless-faced, but really handsome.
His dress was
His form was slight, l;>Ut elegant.
strangely neat for one whose life was spent on the roacl.
and his hands and feet were small and shapety.
He wore hi s ·h air long, apd it was dark brown and waving, while his face was covered with a diirk bC"ard some
six inches in length.
He gazed with a strange interest upon the girl who had
captured him, and seemed dazed rather than alarmed.
In obedience to the order of Rainbow Rob, he mounted
the box, but was told to take a seat back on the coach,
for the driyer remarked : . "Keep an eye pn yer dead parcl, as a warnin' of what
yer own fate will be."
The young outlaw smiled, ahd it lit up his face with an
expression that was almost womanly in its softness. . This
the woman sport seemed to notite, for she gazed at him
"
with interest. ,
" I will ride on the box with you, if I may," she said,
·
quietly.
"Now I'll be just as tickled as though I'd run a tack in
my heel to have you, miss. I wants your better acquaintance, for you is a dandy in petticoats: and no mistake.

"
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"You called me by naine· a white since, so, what might
be .your name?" crsked ·the driver. .
_
·"Oh, I heard you called Rainbow· Rob back at ·the station, and had heard of you before as the best driver on,.
the Overland.
,
''My name is-well, call me Bessie; and I am a lady
sport," answered the girl, with a· smile that fairly stunned
Rob.
"'vVaal, Miss Bessie, I am proud ter meet ye,r, and yer'll
be conferrin' a favor ter ride with · me on ther box," . declared the driver, who then bade the passengers re-enter
the coach . .
: Then, with the dead man on top, the. prisoner -seated
near him, and Bessie on the box by his side, Roh drove on
..
·
his way.. ·
.
.
, .
Rainbow loved a pretty woman as much as h.e di_d a fine
horse, and that _was saying a great d~al for him, so .. he
tried to ingratiate himself into the favor of his fair 'companion with as much expedition as possible.
•
vVhat so lovely a young woman :was doing in the West
alone he could not understand, but he meant that she
should find~ in him a protector·; so, as they rode along, he
made himself so agreeabl.e that he quite forgot his ·pris.:
oner's existence, .o r that there was a man slain by his hand
within a few feet of him.
.
But the prisoner called himself ·to mind in a way that
fairly startled even Rainbow Rob.

•
CHAPTER X.
A LEAP FOR LIFE.

The outlaw prisoner, whom · Rainbow Rob had recognized as a man known in the mines as one of a band of
gold grabbe.rs, had quietly remained upon the _top of the
coach 1 reg~rding his fair captor with a strange look on his
face, and listening to the conversation betwee~ her and
the driver.
·
He had not .been bOUJ}d_; as .there wa.s JW rope at ha!1cho
tie him with, and_ thenr Rainbow .Ro~· - ha~ _"clippe~l his
clavvs," as he called disarming him, and .therefore did , not
cxpect"him to be dal\gerous.
.
·
·
·
"This is _t~e most dangerous part o'. the~ road, .~is~, a:id
a leetle bad drivin' right here woulc;l send us.all ill ther old
hearse dowri -to "death,': said .l;?.-airibow, as · the '' coach ' suddenly turned around cliff. where a narro>v shelf of rock
formed the coach trail.
,.
.
It. wound arourid the di ff for a hundred 'yards_," vviih. a
r.recipice on one side looking do\vn )~tQ! ~ -~~1-iMi~·~J".'.~r
sixty feet below. .
· .
. ...,,,:: , : -.. ..,., ·~ •-:'l '-,-:
If Rob had expected_ the young womfl:IJ-).O g,) : apJla_Ucd
at the danger, he was mistaken, for . she fookfcl Cjllmly
clown from her lofty perch and said, coolly: . · · · "There is hardly more than two feet between .the \vheel
tracks_and the precipice, so that a sudcleu swerve .o1 the
horses \vould throw ns .over."
·
"Yer is a cool one. miss, and-Oh, Lardy!"
The exclamation Of .Rob was · at beholding the ontlay
prisoner suddenly spring far out from the top of the stagecoach to descend into the fq;tm\ng river b~low ! , . .
Instantly the driver threw hi-s r~volver for:w_a rd- tQ fire
upon the descending form of the outlaw when it was
strntk up by the girl.

.a
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"For shame!" she cried; "let him escape, if he be not
dashed to death, for his bold act deserves it."
.
"Yer is right, miss; he desarves to git away,'' said Rain~
bow Rob, whose· revolver had ·g one off from the shock of
the gii'l's blow, sending the bullet into the air. ·
·
For an in£tant of time the form of-the butlaw seemed ·to
hang 'poised in the air; then it shot downward, stiff, upright and like a flash, for the foaming river, sixty feet below.
There were rocks ·here ·and there in the stream, against
whiCh the waters surged furiously, and had the ontla~' not
calculated his place to sfrike, he" would stagd a good
·
chance of being dashed to death when he struck.
Then·, too, there might be a ·sunken rock which· the \vaters concealed, upon which he might fall.
Again; did he strike a clear space, would he not sink so
deep as to lose his strength ere he rose? To swim in that
mad torrent would take a · strong, bold swimmer, and one
of great endurance as well. ·
The banks of the river w;re rocky and steep, and it
would be some distance before he could find a landing
place.
These slim chances ,for escape flashed through the
mil'1ds of both the woman sport and Rainbow Rob, as
their eyes were riveted upon' the descending form.
They saw the outlaw strike the waters, disappear beneath the flood, and it seemed like an age that they
watched and waited· for his reappearance.
At last, a hundred feet below, he rose and struck out
boldly to guide himself clown the swift-flowing flood, and
a yell of admiration broke fro~ the lips· of Rainbow Rob
at,the thrilling sight.
"He'll git away, miss," he said.
· "He swims superbly, and he deserves to escape," was
the reply, and as the girl spoke, _suddenly out of the coa,ch
window dme the flash and _report of revolvers. ,
In an instant the girl sport took in the situatioq; the
men inside the coach were firing at the escaping man.
\~ith a quickness that .surprised Rob and won his admiration, the young woman -· swung·herself down upon the
box-step and thrust her re,volyer into the _coach :vindow,
while .she.cried:
,
· ··
.
. · ,
'
~
.• .
.
"Cowards! Dare fire another shot at that man, outlaw
though he be, and l will send a bullet into your hearts ["
Tf1e men in the coach· shrank back at her bold act and
.threatening words; while Rob called out :
"Bully for you, little !'eddy, and I backs yer t.1p if yer
docs kill 'em, fer it are a coward act.'·'
· Rainbow Rob had seemed to forget his having fired
upon the outlaw a moment bef~re.
The· girl swung herself back to her seat on the box, .and
as the coach rolled off of the dangerous rock shelf to a
place of .safety, . the brave swimmer was seen to reach a
break in the bank where he could land, and in an instant
he had drawn himself up- out of danger.
T1.1rn!rig," he took off his dripping sombrero, waved it,
and his cl~ar voice rang out. like a bugle :
" I owe you my life, miss, and I will not forget it!"

;
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CHAPTER XI.
BOYS IN BUCKSKIN.

The return of the Boys in Blue to Fort Fairview, with
Miss Kennerly rescued, created a sensation, which was
only increased when the whole story was known of the
rescue, and what Buffalo Bill had accomplished.
Buffa1o Bill had been given a special detail of soldiers,
which he had formed of picked men, and had secretly
sent out of the fort.
He had wisely decided that when he wished a force it
was too far to get them from the fort, and so had camped
his men in a canyon, which he knew would be a safe retreat at all times.
Here they ha<l waited while he was playing the deserter
sergeant in the band of Captain Brimstone, spreading his
net to entrap the outlaws, and also to insnare the cunning
and cruel renegade chief, Snow Face.
While he was gone to the village of Snow Face, Captain
Brimstone·, as Parson Black, with the etciled boy bugler,
went to the fort to kidnap Kate Kennerley, and secure
thereby a large ransom.
Fortunately, Captain Fred.Forrester had at once taken
the trail of the kidnappers, come upon Buffalo Bill returning from the Sioux village, and comparing notes, the Boys
in Blue were at once ordered out.of their secret camp, and
jnst in time to ambush Snow Face and a band of w;irriors who were pursuing the scout.
The attack of Captain Brimstone's band folle:iwecl
quickly on the destruction of Snow Face's Indians, and
the rescue of Kate Kennerley and escape of Miss Meserole was the end of the trail.
, Such was the story which was told at the fort, when
Captain Forrester, Surgeon Powell and the gallant secret
service detachment of, Boys in Blue retttrned.
But there was much anxiety felt for the scout, who had
not returned with his men.
They 1..-new that he had gone to fttlfill his pledge to
Snow Face, to carry the letter written by the renegade
chief to his wife.
As the days went by and Buffalo Bill did not return,
Captain Forrester went to Colonel Cassidy, the commandant, and asked to go on a scout with a couple of cam·
panies after him.
The permission was given, and the troopers were preparing for the march, when Buffalo Bill rode quietly into
the fort.
The appearance of horse and rider indicated that they
had had a lortg and hard ride of it, and the men greeted
the popular trailer with cheer after cheer.
He at once sought the quarters of the commandant, who
gave him a warm welcome and chided him for the desperate chances he had taken.
"I went, Colonel Cassidy, to keep my pledg~, and also
to test the humor of the woman who will now rule the
Sioux in the place of her dead husband, the renegade.
"You know that I have met her twice before. She is a
very remarkable person, and I made this discovery-that
she will be more cruel, more merciless even, than was the
·
chief.
"She knows herself .to be an outcast, and her idol was
her husband, and he is dead, so she vows vengeance <tPd
will have it if in her power.
"Then there are two other things to take into consid-

11

eration-the first being that strange .creature, known here
as the Boy Bugler, and Miss Meserole.
"I came upon her in camp, and saw her take the coach
east from a station ; but I believe she means mor~ mischief,
and I would not be surprised to see her back on the border
.
at any time.
"The next cause for anxiety·is the outlaws, for I learned
from a station agent, Tenderfoot Tom, who ha5 reason to
know about these matters, that other road agents will be
on the trails now, and you are aware that all of the Brimstone Brotherhood are not yet wiped out.
"Under,hese circumstances I am going to ask your permission to detail half a dozen scouts for fort service, and
let me pick others among my trailers for a special band of
Buckskin Boys, to aid. me in the good work of running
to earth these outlaws, and also to discover just what this
renegade Sioux queen intends to do.
"I will make my headquarters in some secret retreat
away from the fort, and report fully to you, and both Captain Forrester and Surgeon Frank Powell shall know my
retreat in case you wish· to communicate with me at any
time; and I need not tell you that there are no better
scouts under my command than these two officers."
Just one week after his return he rode out of the fort,
one night, and both Captain Forrester and Surgeon Powell .went along in order to discover just where the retreat
·
of the Buckskin Boys would be.
CHAPTER XII.
GOLD

POCKET

CITY.

The mining camp of "Gold Pocket City" was a very
straggling affair, located in a valley, through which a
shallow, swift-flowing stream wound its way, and with
hamlets scattered about for a distance of half a dozen
miles.
The Miners' Roost Hotel was the place of Gold Pocket,
and with its annex, known as the "Spirit Palace,'.' and a
gambling hell called "Poker Hall,'! formed the most popular resort in the mines.
The Roost, with its annex saloon and· gambling hall,
had c<;>me under the proprietorship of a ne\'{ landlord, the
former, with a. great deal of wisdom, having sol<l out and
gone East before he would find it impossible to do so.
The new landlord was, in Gold Pocket parlance, "a buttercup," whatever that might mean when applied to a man.
He was a stranger in town, and had the look of a
preacher, dressed in black. He was never without an immaculate white shirt and tie, wore gold-rimmed spectacles,
and carried outside of his tightly-buttoned frock coat a
belt containing a trio of revolvers.
\.\'here he had come from no one knew, but ~e had arrived on the coach one morning, killed a man who called
himself a sky pirate before breakfast, bought the fonner
landlord of the Roost out before dinner, ·paying cash for
his bargain, and no mean man at that, and before supper
had the following announcement posted upon the doors of
the hotel, the s~loon and gambling hall :
"TAKE GOOD NOTICE
that I have bought out this hash factory, with all appurtenances, and intend to run it according to my own
views of how a hotel, saloon and gambling deµ should be
run.
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" \Vl10 is she? ·what is she?" he mused. "She .
"If any one offers me advice unasked, let him do it 'Yi th ,
his pistol ready for work, for I shall stand r:o meddlmg, . euchred me in the moment of success, for I had the very
nor will I allow my premises to be turned 1mto a bear- .men whom I sought in that coach.
.
" I must try again .
garden.
"But I must know that w.oman, and all about her. Dick
BONIFACE BILL."
"Yours truly,
·. deau, and Carl is hurt, and in the hands of the PhilisThen a rumor went around that Boniface Bill was pre- tines so I am alone, except for Chinee at the camp.
pari11g for other lodge_rs, for some one .h;id di.s~over~d him
" I ~ust give up the road, at least for a while, and go to
in Gold Pocket bury1110--ground-wh1ch rei01ced m th.e the camps.
name of "Welcome Ho~se Cemetery"-laying out a pn"I think I can disguise myself so as not to be known.
.
-vate lot for his own dead, seemingly.
.
"Now to go to my camp."
He had already buried one man ~e had shot tW.ere, givHe arose, and walked along the bank for c. mile or
.
ing him the post of honor as N umbe.r One..
more.
It was s·ome two· months after his commg that RamThen he came to where he could cross· the river, and,
bow Rob drove up to the door of the Roost, with the springing in, swam to the oth~r s~ore.
lady sport seated on the box by his sid~, a dead bo.dy on
Taking a course that led him u:ito the Overlan~ stage
the top M his coach, and a much-worned outlaw m the trail after a walk of a couple of miles, he followed 1t back
.
vehicle with the pdsseri.gers.
to tl~e scene of the traged}', and which had so nearly been
Rainbow Rob threw his reins upon the backs of his fatal to him.
·
wheelers which the stable boys already had in hand, ancl 1
He stood a moment upon the spot, as though recalling
dismounting, turned to aid his fair companioi:i to alight, all that had passed there, and, as he turned to go . his e?'es
when, with a graceful spring, she leaped over his head and fell upon what caused him to start, .utter ~n e.xclamatl~n
.
ran up the steps to the hotel.
of surprise, and spring toward an object lymg 111 the trail.
A .yell of admiration greeted her act, and the landlord,
It was a leather wallet, encircled by a rubber !'.trap, and
ignoring the male passenge:s, hastened to the office to apparently well filled.
.
.
.
.
greet her, followed by the dnver.
Eagerly, he opened it, and beheld papers. the.rem .a nd a
"Who is she, Rob?" asked Lamllord Bomface Bill, with , large sum in bank notes. all of large denom111at1on.
interest.
''Great Scott! I have struck a fortune, after all!
"I pass, more than to say she are a daisy, and calls her- Now, I am myself again, and I take that woman's trail."
self a lady sport.
Several hundred yards away he came upon three horses
·
'Tll' interdooce yer, pard."
hitched in a thicket, and sa<ldled and bridled, ready for the
And, leading the landlortl up to the fair passenger, who road .
stood by the office desk, Rob said :
They were just as the trio of outlaws had left them
"Mis Bessie, this are Landlord Boniface Bill, o' ther when they went to hold up Ribbon Rob's coach. .
Roost, and he are a square man from toe ter topknot.
"You two go back riderless, for your master 1s dead.
"Bony, this are Miss Bessie, ther lady sport, and she and yours goes on to Gold Pocket to. hang.
,,
jist are a terror in ~et~~coats, as yer'll k1?ow when I tells
·'And you, too, very nearly went nderless, ,old horse,
yer what she have did.
.
he said, addressing the three animals.
"I an\.,glad to meet you, Landlord Boniface, and l am
Unfastenino- the stake-rope of the two, he mounted Ins
here to Slay, so I wish yonr best room, and you'll find my own horse a~d led the others back through the timber.
baggage in the coach. Shall I register?"
He rod~ slowly and, as though in deep thought, and at
For once Boniface Bill seemed to be taken aback.
last came in sight of a small canyon, in which was a camp,
The bea~tiful eyes of the woman were upon him ; his that was evidently only temporary.
face flushed, and, in an embarrassed way, he turned the
Several horses 'were stake'd out near, and near a camphotel register arou11d for her to write therein her name.
.
.
fire knelt a form, cutting un a deer.
In a bold hand, she wrote :
The man ran as he heard hoof-falls, d1splay111g the
form of a giant ' Chinee, for he was all of six f~et fc;mr
"BOWIE-KNIFE BESSfE,
inches in height, broad-shouldered, al1d of athletic bmld.
" The Lady Sport."
I
He was dressed in buckskin, even to his moccasins, and
Then Rainbow Rob went off with the landlord to tell wore a slouch hat on his head, the rim of ..vhich had
his story, and from that minute the, lad)r spprt b~~~m,e ;l painted upon it a number of Chinese letters.
beautifu~ 1-.Ystery in Gold Pocket City, and t11c 1dol ?f the
If he was armed, save a rifle that stood near, the weap·
·
miners.
ons were i10t visible about his person.
"Bosee backee allee lightee," he sai~l , with a smile, as
CH APTER XIII.
the outlaw rode up and threw himself from hi s horse.
ON A WOMAN 'S TRAIL.
"Yes Chin ee. boss is back, all right ; but he has had the
Dripping, panting. and barely able !O clamber ~ip the closest ~have of his life, and Carl is ·a prisoner, and Dick
steep, rocky bank, after his desperate struggle with the is dead."
"The <levee! 1-Iabee muchee hard time?"
foaming waters for life, the outlaw who had dared make
"Yes, very ! '~
such a bold effort to escape, dropped down to rest, while
"Dickee dead ?
the coach rolled on, leavin!! him a free man.
"tarlee hangee ?"
For a long while he lay"there to rest, and his thoughts
"Not yet, but he soon will be."
were bu." v-.
1

1
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"Bossee allee lightee ?"
"Yes."
"Chinee allee lightee ?"
"Yes."
"Keepee allee lightee, you bettee !"
"'! hope so, Chinee; but we'll have supper, and then
light out for our Overland station, where we can sell the
horses,,and then take the coach for Gold Pocket."
"To see Carlee hang up?"
"No; for I guess they won't delay that little attention to
him; but you will go with me, Chinee ?"
"To <levee: if bossee wantee," was the prompt and decided rejoinder.
" i o, I don't wish to go to the devil ; but we'll stick together as pards, and we'll make money, too, Chinee."
"You bettee ! Bossee no foolee, and Chinaman habee
muchee heap sense, you bettee !" and the Chinaman proceeded to prepare supper, while the outlaw, whom he had
addressed as boss, and seemed so anxious to cling to as a
pard, went to a pack-saddle to get some dry clothing.
The next morning, armed and equipped ·once more, and
with half a dozen led horses, one of them bearing a pack,
the outlaw and Chinee set out for a station on the Overland.
I

CHAPTER XIV.
THE

RED

TRAILER.

A number of men were encamped in a thick growth of
timber that fringed the top of a ridg,e jutting out from a
range of mountains into a plain.
Here and there the trail was broken by a stream, a timber motte, or a rise of land; but the view across was a fine
one, and extended for miles.
The men encamped there were evidently there to stay,
for they had built wickiups, which afforded them good
shelter in case of rain, and in a ravine near wood was
piled up for campfires, while scattered about, as though
lately in use, were cooking utensils, buckets of water, and
several pack-baskets of salt, pepper, coffee, and sugar.
Further down, the ravine spread out in a valley, and
here were horses staked out, a score in number, with their
saddles and bridles placed by each lariat-pin, ready for
instant use.
And clown this valley was the only means of getting
away from the camp on the summit of the riclg~ .
To one riding along at the base of the ridge, there
would be no suspicion of a camp on the ridge. or near,
and the trail down the valley led directly into a lake,
which stretched from hill to hill.
On the other side there were numerous trails of buffalo, wolves, bear and horses that made the mountain lake
a drinking place, and it would have been a clever trailer
to suspect that a trail of horsemen led across the lake and
up to the ridge.
Coming up the trail to the lake were two horsemen, who
boldly rode into the water, and their horses waded toward
a wood-covered island ~ot a hundred feet awav. There
the t\~O riders dismounted, and took from a~1ong the
bushes a canvas boat, which could be folded up when not
in use. There were two paddles in it.
The horsemen lifted the saddles and bridles, and put
them in the boat; then they got in themselves, and, while
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one paddled, the other led the ·horses on either side of the
little craft.
The water deepened rapidly, and soon the horses were
swimming, the boat keeping its lead.
It was a long swim, but the good steeds were equal to
·it, and a landing was made upon the upper shore of the
mountain basin. One of the men· then resaddled the animals, while the other, taking another boat of like kind
from among the bushes, towed it back to the island, and
left it there.
Had he suspected a trailer on their path, he would ha:ve
taken notice of what he took to be a piece of bark floating upon the .waters ; and, had he paddled toward it, he
would have discovered the face of an Indian I
This redskin had, in truth, been following the two
horsemen, and was boldly swimming across the lake, but,
seeing the boat returning, he took to floating, to avoid detection.
The man in the boat paddled back to the island, rebid
the little craft he had in tow, and, without observing the
face of the floating Indian, returned to the upped encl of
.
the basin .
The Indian waited until the rower was far away on
.
the waters, and then boldly swam after him.
He reached the spot where the boat landed, and soon
slipped away in the fringe of trees on one side of the val·
Icy.

An hour after, he again appeared, entered the lake,
swam to the lower shore, and darted off down the foothills
like a deer.
It was very evident that he had made what he deemed
to be an important discovery.
In the meantime., the man with the two horses had gone
up the valley until it narrowed into a canyon, artd ended
in the rocky ravine at the summit of the ridge.
A dozen men were in the camp, and all greeted him
pleasantly, as he appeared, as though he had been absent
several clays.
"Chief here, Bird?" he asked of one.
"Yes, up at his wickiup. Any news, Jack?"
"Some little," was the reply, and he passed on.
The man was dressed in buckskin, as were the others
in the camp, and as also had been his companion who returned with the boat.
The horses, all splendid animals, were staked in the
valley below. Their saddles and bridles were of the finest
Mexican make, and bespangled with silver coin.
A magnificent lot of men they were, too, with long hair,
bearded faces, bronzed complexions, and the forms of
.
athletes, every one of them .
The one who now sought the chief was something of a
dandy in dress, for his buckskin leggins and hunting
shirt were beaded and fringed; he wore a gray silk shirt,
while his sombrero was looped up over the left car with a
gold star of five points, and a chain of gold links encir'
cled it.
His form was slightly over the medium height, and a
model of symmetry, while his build was muscular in the
extreme. ·
A slight mustache shaded his mouth, yet did not hide
even rows of snow-white teeth, which were well displayed
when he smiled, and his s!11.ile was most ·;,.inning.
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, He wore a belt of arms, had a rifle swung at his back, point as the one on the headboard over the grave of 1
and his leggins were tucked into the tops of cavalry boots. Donkey Dan.
vVhen the news spread that a lady sport had arrived in
The man was a handsome specimen of the true plainsman, a hero in buckskin, and one who won fame as Texas the Pocket, the boys were excited, as I have said, and the
Jack, but who, when borri in a Virginia village, was ginn more so when it became noised about that she could not
be over eighteen years of age, was beautiful in face and
the name of John B. Omohundro.
"Hello, Jack I Back again?" said a man , rising from a form, dressed gorgeously in Mexican costume, wore diaserape, where he had been lying at full length, and he monds to dazzle the eves, and went armed to the teeth.
Landlord Bony gave the fair guest a cottage t;-nerself,
added:
perched upon a spur above the hotel proper, and which
"I began to feel anxious about you, pa rel .. ,
"I am back, Bill. and I have news to tell," was the re- had been fitted up and occupied by Gambler Gaul, a man
ply, and the two, Buffalo Bill and Texas Jack, sat down . who had held high carnival in Gold Pocket as a cardfor a council of war, for .the Texan trailer; had brought player, but, disappearing sud<lenly, had turned out to be
very important tidings to the chief of the Buckskin none other than Captain Brimstone, the road-agent.
The lady sport expressed herself de\ighted with her
Braves.
quarters, and unpacked her traps with the air of one who
had come to stav.
CHAPTER XY.
\Vhat she brought with her made her rooms, for she
BOWIE-K::'o<IFE BESSIE.
had two in her cabin, look most homelike, and when she
The arrival of the beautiful stranger at Gold Pocket appeared in the supper-room the miners just held their
created a sensation in the mines, and especially as it be- breath.
came known that she had written herself do·wn as '·Lady
Be~:itiful she certainly did look, while her costume wa~
Sport."
exqms1te.
Most of the females who had come to Gold Pocket had
And yet it \\·as marred by her belt of arms.
arrived under protection of its citizens.
It \Vas a belt, yet encircled by sash of gold thread, and
Some were deserted wives in !iearch of their truant hus- the trimmings of her Mexican costume were of gold embands; others were daughters in search of a father, or sis- broidery, lace and bell buttons, the last giving a musical
ter looking up a lost brother, with now and then a sweet-. jingle at every movement of her body.
·
heart making bold to trace np a fickle lover.
She wore her sombrero, with its fringe oP gold coins
Most of the wives who haa canght or found husbands aml cord of gold, while a pin held up the loop, representremained; some of the daughters would give up the chase ing a bowi c_:-knife, with gold blade, the hilt studded with
and take a husband instead of a father, and the sweet- rubies.
heart would be certain · to be consoled for her lover by
In her belt were a pair of gold-mounted revolvers, one
some handsome, young miner in Gold Pocket City.
on each hip, while on either side were a pair of bowieThus it had come to pass, in the second year of the ex- knives, bright-bladed and sharp.
istence of Gold Pocket, a score or more of females had beAfter supper, Landlord Bony led his guest into Poker
come dwellers there.
Hall, just as a row, unfortunately, began, for a huge bully,
That one had arrived, however, who did not come in a desperaclo feared by all, had decided upon a victim in his
search of some "horrid man,' '. but had come as a sport. clrnnken fury , and that victim was a mere boy, who cow·
created an excitement in the Pocket which the death of ered·. trembling, before him.
half a dozen of its best citizens ''with their boots on''
"You is a clurriecl fool ter come ter these parts, so I is
,
would not have occasioned.
goin' ter send y·er out o' 'em cl urned quick!" roared the
Gol<l Pocket was joggling along in the even, or uneven, desperado, just as the lady sport entered the room.
tenor, as the case might be. of its way, with Boniface Bill
With his words, he threw his revolver forward to fire,
a most popular landlord, and becoming more so every when, qttick as a flash, the lady sport, slipping a bowieday.
knife from her belt, hurled it with such true aim that it
The gold leads were panning out satisfactorily, if not stuck, quivering. in the arm of the desperado!
most generously; money was plenty, business good, and
gambling the order of the night.
CHAPT.D:R. XVI.
The Roost was better kept than ever before. Poker
THE BUCKSKIN BRA\LES AT HO:i\IE.
Hall had been enlarged and fitted up, t_he Spirit Palace
As the reader has doubtless surmised. the camp on the
had departed from the old-time custom of selling "whisky
straight" only, and now dispensed "mixed drinks," while ridge, which the scout, Texas Jack, and his comrade enthe liquors were considered above par in qt'iality; but, if tered by crossing the lake, was that of the Buckskin
not so in reality, Landlord Bony wisely kept the secret to Braves, the special detail of frontiersmen under the comhimself, and, if he had occasion to discharge any of his mand of Buffalo Bill.
In the time that they had been away from the fort,
bartenders, he was morally certain he would not tell on
him , as he would see that he left town by way of Welcome much had been done as the foundation for future work,
Home Cemetery, and. T may add just here, that the land- though on the surface nothing had yet made display.
The chief of scouts had made a circuit of the countrv
lord had added to his list of victiq1s two gentlemen who.
as the. unanimous verdict was. had met a just fate for not he had to operate in, and had acq uainted his men with the
knowing that the host of the Roost was always "loaded." location of the Sioux village and the separate trails leadBony, however, bur,ied them at his own expense, and ing thereto.
He had under him picked men, scouts who were . equal
the inscriptions to their memory we!·e as thoroughly to the
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t6 the :redskins as traile't·s: an'd who were also ,able to "o*~
Jnjun" them \n <:ttnning.
.
· ... .
. · For pltJck, ·Buffalo Bill would put his 'B.raves in Buckskin against _the worJd, while they, were, all of thein, si1p·erb horsemen; deq.d shots, · and _ poss~ssed endurance to
stand every har.dship· ~nd fatigue:
.'
.
'
· Be had been working also to fjnd · the hiding places .of
horse thieves who infested .the b<;irder, and discover if the
rnmor was true that the Gold Grabbers of the Rocky
Mbtjntain§, drivehJ,rom their scenes of outlawry, were determined to make the vicinity of Fort .Fairview their base
ot- 9pera~ion$, notwithstanding the summary fate of the
Brimstore Brotherhood.
Knowing_ th.flt there were ·yet half a dozen or rnore of
this sarne brotherhoo.d at large; Buffalo Bill did not doubt
but that they would be glad to unite themselves with
any new banp, of outlaws who i;night come that way, not
only_ from feelings of revenge aga~ns~ himself and the
sqldrers, llut also for the sake .of plunder.
With well-to-do settlers scattered here and there, a few
thinly-garrisoned forts, the mi11es panning . out well, and
trains and coaches running regularly east and west, there
were chances fo~ the road-agents to make rich hauls.
So; as he had done with the Boys in Blue, the chief of
scouts wished to have his Buckskin Braves on the field,
where he coulcj. get at them when needed, and where their
presence would be unsuspected.
Acquainted most thoroughly with the country, Buffalo
Bill knew ·scores of hiding places, which he was ever on
the watch for,. and, with a glass one day, from the distant
range of mountains, had discovered the canyon above the
lake, and sought it out for his own convenience.
1
' And thither he had taken his Braves in Buckskin, for
well he knew any tracks he might leave would ·soon be obliterated by buffalo, ,deer, and elk coming there to drink.
He h'a d prepared for cros~ing the lake. by bringing from
the fort two. canvas boats, that closed up like an accordion,
and could be carriec) 011 a pack-saddle, with braces to
stretch it out when needed for use.
·
Anc;l thus far hi • retreat was know11 to but two persons
outside of the command of fourteen scouts he had with
him. · ·
·
· .
1'hose two wer~ Surgeon Frank Powell. and · Captain
'Fred Forrester, who -had accompanied the scout. to their
retreat.
.
·
1 Both ·of thes~ of-ficers were .. noted as scouts, and .they
were trusted as such on a. trail as thoroughly as was any
man in buckskin on the border.
Going with ~he chief of scouts and his men, they knew
just how to reach the secret camp, and Buffalo Bill told
them that one..boat was always kept hidden ·in ' the th,icket
on the little island and ano'ther at the camp end of the
lake.
"
The island was hardlv half an acre in size, .and with
deep water all ":round, yet had a bar running out to it
from the shbre, on wl]icb ~he depth was not over three
feet l so tl1at a horseman could 'ride thus far and keep dry.
The bar ·was narrnw; and the animals seeking water
there were never tempted to vis.it the island, while a paleface or redskin sa.w no motive for doing so, as he expected, of cou;se, to have to swim there. ·
Beyond the island from where the canvas boat lay the
lake ' was"many feet .deep.
." .
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. In breadth,' it was fr.om half. a n1ile to a quarter, with
steep valley sides :for qanks, ,apd thus couT~ not be flanked,
as towering cliffs arose.on either side.
· .
,
. Irt length, the lake was nearly. two miles, and winding,
narrowing to a pass at 'the upper end, when~ the fett\le
valley began,
.
..
,
. , .
This 'valley was rich iii grass,. ~nd would herd hunareds ·
of cattle, so 'that the horses of the scouts found ample food
there.
.
.
Beyond was the rugged canyon, ending in tne ~·ayine,
with the timber-clad plate~u or\. top of the ridge abqve.
Here were the brush·sfielters of the scouts, with the one
thrown up for the chief slightly apart. ·
·
· · It was well made, and· dry, even ill a rainstorm. . .. "
A shelter of brush was over the front, to keep off rain
and sunshine, and here the .chief had a ossy bank on
which to throw his serape for rest on the long afternoons .
. By moving his position a few ,feet, he could see out over
the foothills and . plains •for miles 1 and he had so .placed
boughs of tr.ees that those on the ridge could not be seen
from the lowlands, nor their presence. there suspected. · ·
It was natural, then, for all to £eel no dread of tbeir retreat ,being discovered, and Texas Jack, who had be(;!n
sent off on a special scout toward the Sioux village, with
one companion, had no idea that .he had been tracked by a
cunning redskin chief, tracked to the shore of the. lake,
and then even trailed across the ater, up the valley, and
almost to the very camp of the Braves in Buckskin.'
In trut\1, the redskin scout had gotten to a position
where he could see the scout's camp, and, counting ,the
hors~s in the valley, he. had come to the conclusipn that
there were. a score of men in the encampment; but he had
counted the pack-anifnals as well, so got five more than
there really .were.
·
.
. And back he went, with his story, while Texas Jack had
his story to tell of a discove.i·y he had made, and both the
scot1t's and the redskin chief's stories were o'f. much importance, as the reader will discover.
· Between the chief of scouts and his !1ilen there always
existed a friendship, as well as the ·position between_an
officer and those under him.
Buffalo Bill put on n6 airs; he was not spoiled ·by the
fame he had won, nor by praise.
·~ He knew well his power, his capabilities, aud lie gauged
his men accordingly.
Texas Jack was his most intimate companion among
the scot:lfs, :,a..s was Surgeon Frank Powell among the offi~ers ; "ti:it h'e had -1\nbounded ~egard for, and faith in,
Captain 'Fred .Forrester, and had ever believed him true
as ste~l and a man to tie to in time of need.
. He owed his life to Texas Jack a dozen times over:, as
the Texan did to him, and. hence the two were like
brothers.
"Eat something, Jack, for you iook used up, and take
your time in telling your story,'' he said, kindly, when the
Texan. told him he had important news for him, and-. the
tried an.d hungry man obeyed, knowing that his ~.hief -had
the patience of an Indian. · · ·
"'
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CHAPTER XVII.
A

STRANGE

DUEL.

In a heavy piece of timber, with a ridge in the background, a river in front, was a picturesque encampment.
There were full two hundred warriors, and their ponies
were staked out around the base of the ridge, where the
grass grew luxuriantly, and their trappings lay by their
stake-pins.
The horses were of the class known as Indian ponies,
and they were a fin,e lot of wiry, fleet-footed animals that
showed good care from their riders, and no signs of hav.
ing been on the trail for several d~ys.
Th(;! riders were in their full rig and warpaint, and a
splendid lot of muscular, young braves, some of whom aI?peared to be so youthful they were doubtless upon their
.
first warpath of importance.
These were lolling lazily about under the trees, cleanmg
their weapons, asleep, or conversing in groups, in low
tones, for no loud sound broke the stillness, and one
would hardly have believed that two' hundred human beings could be as quiet.
Apart from the main force was a group of four Indians,
whose feather headdresses at once stamped them as chiefs.
Two of these were along in years, men who had· seen
half a century of life, perhaps had passed the threescore
'
milestone.
Their faces were stern and their lips were closed, while
the two younger were talking calmly together, their
voices low and hardly heard twenty feet away.
Some fifty yards distant was what appeared to be a
·
serape tent, in the shape of the letter A.
The sides were gayly striped, and around it was a fence
of the boughs of trees lately cut.
\i\iithin this inclosure, pacing to and fro, her brow
clouded, her face pale and stern, was the renegade queen,
who was known now among her redskin subjects as Cruel
Face.
Yet she v!as verv beautiful, and her Indian costume was
a grandly gorgeous one, with its beads and embroidery,
its necklaces and amulets of beaten gold, and the headdress of gay feathers.
The face of Irma Dean, the widow of the renegade
chief, showed that she had suffered. There seemed to
rest in her face a constant look of sadness, mingled with
·
bitterness.
It was resignation, yet for a purpose.
Sh,e bad feigned to l;>e dead to all her friends. to follow
a fugitive from the gallows into Western wilds . .
She had idolized him, made him her hero, her religion,
and he had been, by the dying confession of the man who
had .wronged him so cn.1elly, proven guiltless.
Then he had been slain, executed by order o{ Buffalo
Bill,. as a renegade, when false charges had made him so.
He had been put to death for crimes w,hich an embittered nature had alone caused him to commit, and she had
vowed to be avenged for his death .
He could not live among his own race, for they had
sought to hang him, though innocent, and hence he had
found a refuge among savages.
Like them, he had been cruel, and hunted clown, and
the man who had brought him to bis death she meant to
also slay.

Now, she had started upon the trail, for what ~vas sJie,
mqre than the people she ruled ?
When the death of Snow Face became known, she had
shown the master spirit that forced the strongest braves
to acknowledge her as the ruling spirit.
She would tolerate no interference, and old Red Tomahawk, the great medicine-chief of the tribe, was her
friend, and urged her claims. .
So all yielded, all but one, a chief who hated a squaw as
he did a paleface, and who began to foment trouble for the
beautiful white renegade.
She was told of his actions, and, mounting her horse, at
once rode to his tepee.
All eyes were upon her, and she cafled the insurg-ent
chief to speak to her.
He came, with savage face and wicked eye. ,
"The Deadly Hand is my fqe--is it not so?" she asked,
calmly.
"The Deadly Hand hates a squaw, for they are poison
in the heart of a great warrior; they make boys of braves,"
was the reply.
"Then the Deadly Hand refuses to obey the Cruel Face
because she is a squaw, a paleface squaw?"
" She is a woman', and so a fool. _She will lead the
Sioux only to death. Squaws have the hearts of deers,
braves have the hearts of mountain lions."
"Then let the Deadly Hand mount his horse and wait
here until the Cruel Face rides to yonder tree. Then she
will turn and ride toward the Deadly Hand, and kill him;
·
so let him protect himself F'
"The Cruel Face speaks like a child; the Deadly Hand
.
is a great chief," was th~ contemptuous. reply.
"Then, let him show lus cottrage, for, 1f he does not kill
the Cruel Face, she will kill him.
"He has hearct, so let him be ready! "
With this, the woman turned her horse and rode slowly
away toward the tree she had pointed out, and whic~ was
three hundred yards distant from the tepee of the chief.
On either side were the tepees of the tribe, or, rather.
villarre, over which Deadly Hand held sway, for there
were° half a dozen villages in the ,tribe under the rule of
.
the renegade queen.
The news spread rapidly, and all was wonder and excitement, and hundreds gathered. closer to see the duel.
Deadlv Hand was furious, for he had had the gantlet
flung in 'his face by a woman.
He had meant to kill her when he led his braves to rebellion and now he was determined to do so, and sprang
back i~to his tepee for his weapons, which consist1 ·1 of a
spear, bow and arrows, a cavalry carbine, and an o1 -fashioned revolver.
He called to a brave to bring his horse, and, · ~n the
nount.
queen had turned around the tree, he was ready
well
She had no rifle, only her revolvers, but he Im
that she was a dead shot.
Once faced toward the tepee of the chief, the queen rode
on at a gallop, and the Indian sprang into his saddle.
Then a score of' warriors rode forward, and headed off
Cruel Face. begging her to let any one of them fight the
savage chief in her stead.
But she waved them sternly back, and he!~ on her way,
her horse in~reasing his speed as .he neared the tepe~ of
Deadly Hand, who now rode toward her.
1

\
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Suddenly, when about a hundred Yards only divided
them, the chief halted, and threw his rifle to his shoulder.
His horse stood like a statue, and a hush was upon all.
At the act, the renegade queen did not flinch, or check
her speed, nor did she raise the revolver she carried in her
.
.
right hand:
With the puff of smoke from the rifle, the head of her
mustang was jerked upward, and the bullet, sent true,
buried itself in the forehead of the animal.
Down dropped the mustang, but the agile woman. un. hurt, lighted upon her feet, and ran swiftly toward the.
chie[
He threw aside his car.bine and brought his bow and
arrows into use, but was not quick enough, for, halting
suddenly, up went the revolver in the renegade queen's
hand, and rapidly the shots rang out.
A wild warcry, a snort of pain and fright, and Deadly
Hand and his horse fell.
Advancing rapidly, the merciless woman emptied her
revolver into the writhing form of the insurgent chief, and
became, with his death, the indisputable ruler of the tribe.
And now we find her, with two hundred braves at her
· back, on the warpath, determined to keep her vow against
Buffalo Bill.
CHAPTER XVIII.
AT . TIIE GRAVE OF AN IDOL.

A murmur ran through the Indian camp in the timber,
and all eyes were turned toward a point where a horseman
appeared. ·
It was a chief, and his pony seemed to have been hard
ridden. ·
He came on toward the spot where the renegade queen
had her camp, and, dismounting, advanced toward her.
"The Red Eagle is welcome, and ·he has something to
tell me?" she said, her dark eyes fixed upon the fine face
of the young chief, for he was under thirty, and a splendid
specimen of savage manhood. ,.
"The Red Eagle has news for the Cruel Face.
"She sent him to find the grave of the mighty Snow
Face, and he has done so."
The woman's face flushed, with seeming pleasure, and
. he heJd out her hand and grasped that of the young chief,
who seemed pleased at the act.
·'The Reel Eagle is a great chief, and the Cruel Face
\Vill not forget him.
·'The gtave of the Snow Face was hard to find?''
"Like the track~ of birds; but the Red Eagle looked
close, and came upon the trail.
"There are many graves there in a pass in the hills, and
'
there fell the braves of the Snow Face.
"Some miles away, in a ca1~yon, is a paleface tepee, and
there are 9ther graves near, and there the Snow Face and
.
the paleface robber band were buried .. ,
·'You have done well, Red Eagle, and when darkness
comes ot1 -we will go to the grave of the Snow Face."
It was after the sun had set that the Cruel Face led her
braves out of the timber, across the river, and, with Red
Ea_gle the g uide, on toward the canyon where the scene
of. this story opens.
I The Red Eagle had shown wondrous skill in ferreting
out that spot, for tht; massacre of the braves, with the
Sno\y Face when he was captured, had been thorough.
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They had been ambushed by the Boys in Blue, under
Buffalo Bill, and they had been wiped out, while their
chief had been taken prisoner to meet a different fate .
The Red Eagle had studied the situation, and had•
known the trail on which the ill-fated party had started,
so had followed as closely as he could from what he
deemed had been the course, and thus had come upon the
ambush ' scene.
From there he had held on in the direction of the canyon, after counting the graves of the dead braves. and the
skeleton remains of their ponies, and had entered the retreat of the Brimstone Brotherhood.
There he had seen the cabin, and not far from it the
bones of horses, and the graves of those slain in the encounter.
He read signs well , and knew that the lwo graves apart
must be those of soldiers, while the half dozen together
were, doubtless, the robber dead, for the Boys in Blne
would not bury their dead with outlaws .
Then, there was another grave, apart from the others,
and was not this where lay the Snow Face?
This the Indian trciller resolved to find out.
So he dug down into the grave until he came to the
blanket-enveloped form, and, though a couple of months
had gone by since the body had been placed there, he ·
knew that it was the form of tlie renegade chief.
So he filled in the grave, mounted his pony, and started
forth for the rendezvous appointed with the r~negade
queen.
By night only did the renegade queen move with her
warriors, for she knew that by day they -would be seen
afar off if any scout from the fort should happen to be in
the vicinity.
The sun was rising when the Indian squadron rode into
the canyon, and Red Eagle led Cruel Face at once to the
·
gtave of_the man she had so dearly loved.
, "There is no mistake, Red Eagle?" she asked, almost
in a. whisper.
"See where the Red Eagle pulled out the earth-he saw
the face and form of the Snow Face.
"The Reel Eagle speaks with a straight tongue."
"I know it; I feel it.
"Go with the braves up the valley .
,;I will r emain here to-day .
·'At night come to me."
The Red Eagle departed, and soon there was not a
brave in sight, for they qad gone up the canyon and en,
·
camped.
The horse of the renegade queen was by the cabin, <fncl
·she alone stood at the grave.
At her feet lay the body of the n1an she had !oved, mol- ·
dering into ashes, bnt idolized in memory.
Her stern face became livid. but the hard lines softened,
and she dropped clown upon the mound, with a moan that
was wrung from her heart.
';Douglass, my chief, I know no\\· that you are dead;
that they murdered you.
"I needed only to see your grave to feel that you were
unconscious beneath my feet, to feel what nbw I • feel
against your slayers.
"l\ly race are guilty, and I am brutal now in my hatred
.
toward them.
" Love made me what I am, and love will make me all
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that I may oecotrn;-cruel, 'vi_ndictive, revengefol,.m y love
for you, my dead idol !
·· ·
. ·
"Oh, God! Am I ne ver m'ore to see ·him. to feel the
•touch of his· hand, the pressure of hi s lips t;pon mine ?
· "The thbught maddens me!"
And ~he sprang to her feet, with savage vehemence.
The act, perhaps, Sa';'ed her, fo r twd men were just
lea\·ing· a thicket near the entrance of the cavern to creep
t;p on her, feeling that they would not be seen :n her deep
grief. . ·
. But her act caused them to spring back for shelter into
the thicket, and yet she saw them 11ot. so dimmed were her
eyes with tears.
. Placing her hand to her lips, she gave a long, shrill,
peculiar call, and ,a moment after the sound of hoofs was
heard, and an Indian horseman came down the canyon at
a run.
The renegade waited until he drew rein near, and said:
" I "".ill remain here for a few clays, and my bi:aves can
rest.
" Let the Red Eagle pn?pare for the trail , for I would
know if there is any force between me and the settlement."
"The Crud Face has spoken, and the R ed Eagle goes
at once on the trail, " was the respon se,· and he rode back
toward the upper end of the can yon.
Soon after, the renegade, who had taken up her quarters
in the cabin, saw him corning to1rnrd the pass with haH a
dozen braves at his back.
She st'.1pposed that he meant to take them with him on
the trail; but instead the cl~ief left them as an outpost at
the pass, a guard between the renegade and danger.
The Red Eagle loved the beautiful white queen of his
people.
'
As he reached the pass· his eyes detected fresh tracks,
and 'he followed them.
They were the tracks left bv two iron-shod hors~s, and
alone he set forth upon the trail, which ended in the camp
of the Braves in Buckskin.
CHAPTER XIX.
GOLD POCKET'S -IDOL .

The sudden, quick act 0£ the lady sport 'struck dumb
with amazement the crowd gathered in Poker l:fall, and
at once showed them why she had written herself down· as
Bowie-knife. Bessie.
·
Her aim i1ad been as sure as a revolver, and though she
had drawn the bowie-knife and thrown it like a flash of
lightning, it had. buried itself in the hand of the desperado,
whose revolver was leveled at a mere boy.
··. The truth was, the y.outh had struck a lead that day,
just as the desperado had come upon him, and ha:d urged
him to keep it a secret.
·That night when drunk the desperado had determined
to pick a quarrel with the boy, kill him and alone possess
the secret.
But for the action of the lady sport .he would have been
successful.
·As the blade sank into his hand his revolver fell from
his hand and exploded, the bullet shooting a miner in the
leg, and a howl and a laugh follo\vecl.
··:As for .the desperado,- he turned like a mad bull upon
the one who had, wounded him, and dropped his left hand
upon anoth,er revolver in his belt; ·

•

" Hold!' hands off that weapon ·or I'll mark you agai~ !''
. The voice rang out like a bugle, a11d it was the · 1ady
sport ·~ho spoke .
But the maddened desperado did 1wt heed. and with
another guick movement•the woman sent a second bowieknife flying through the air, and the blad e was. buried in
the forearm of the man .
He uttered a "howi of rai<e, and still ,\roul<l have <lra\.vn
his revolver when the wor~ds came:
·
"Hands up, n'ow, or I'll send the third knife to the hilt
in vour head !"
'
. there was that in the tone and look of the wonian that
awed the man, and he held aloft his hands, the right' dripping blood, and with the knife sticking in it, the left with
the blade buried to the hilt in the arm.
The lady sport stepped quickly forwl.!rcl, disarmed the
desperado, and handing the revolver to Boniface, said:
"K~ep this toy for him to play with some other time. "
Then she drew out first one, then the other of her
knives, wiped the blades carefully upon her handkerchief,
and said:
"vVe'll be better friends, pard, when yo\t give up trying
to shoot · boys.
"Go to the doctor and tell him to send the bill to Bowieknife Bessie !"
. ..
.
The man uttered a curse and strode out of the hall, while
a yell that nearly raised the roof went up when Landlord
Bon y cried:
" Three cheers for Bowie-knife Bessie!"
The whole scene had not occupied rnore than a minute,
and men who would have interfered had not time to do
so before the woman had mastered the situation and cowed
the bully.
·All. eyes were upon her now, and with ' wonder. admiration and .awe. · ·
·
The young miners had all dressed up in their best, hoping to see the Mexican beau.ty who had come to make hei:
home in Gold Pocket:
Now they saw her, and with a vengeance she had appeared before them.
.
If the first throw of the knife had been thought an accident in its aim, the second .one had proven that it was
simply the deadly aim of tbe thrower.
As serene as a May morn Bowie-knife Bessie passed on
with the landlord, and after her crowded the · youth she
had saved ·from th~ despera.do'.s bullet.
,,
Then he overtook her, seized her hand and pre_ssed -it
to h's lips, while he said, earnestly:
'"You saved my life, lady, for he meant to kill me, indeed he did.
"You see I struck it rich to-day, and he canie along and
found me just as I found the lead, and he told me not to
tell· anybody, or they would murder me, as I was only a
boy.
"So I told no one, and he picked a quarrel with me tonight to kill me" so tha't he alone would know where my
find was.
·
"But you saved me, and half it pans out yoµ shall have,
indeed you shall."
·
The boy was about seventeen, bright-faced but ugl)i,
and he looked as though he had been in hard ,luck.
:'
He neither gambled nor drank, and nothing was known
against him,· and Bravo ··Ben~ the despenrdo, -had ·asked
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him to come to Poker Hall, and when . he did he at once
picked a quarrel with him. · ·
. · ·
.
"I am glad I served you, my boy, and I assure you yon
will find a friend in me," answered the lady sport, am!
she turned to Landlord Bony and continued:
"As I told you, I came here to ,gamble, so rent me a
table by the month, and I guess I can fitid men who are
willing to win a woman's money, or risk theirs against
hers."
'"You are right there, Miss Bessie, for rnen here will
gamble with an angel, or the devil.
"A table is at your service, that one in the wing, with a
window at your back, and it is not far across the yard to
;-our cabin."
' "Jt is the table I want, and I will begin work at once."
And the woman walked over to the empty t.able in a
niche in the building, but from which she could see the
entire room.
Before the hall had been enlarged it had been tf1e' bar,
and just suited the i~eas of the lady sport.
The table was a new one, covered with a red blanket,
drawn tightly over it and tacked beneath, and taking a
chair with her back to the window, the lady sport coolly
glanced over the room and the many wondering and admiring faces before her.
.
f\.<;J she did so a bat fluttered into the window and began
to dart swiftly about the lamps, causing some of the ri1iners
who would not have dodged from a bullet, to duck their
heads nervously.
"He is not a pet of yours, Bony?" said the .,woman,
while an audacious smile crossed her face.
"Oh, no; I .hate them."
.
'
"And I am afraid of them, so will kili him."
A,nd quick,ly drawing her revolver, the .report followed
and the bat fell dead amid a group of miners, while the
roof of the building almost rose under the yell of admiration for the woman who in less than ten minutes had established herself as Gold Pocket's ·Idol.
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'was in advance ot them, so Nelse and myself took different stands to wait for them, as I wished to· count them,
and then get on ahead and warn you.
"But \Ve .did not see any signs, after waiting nearly two
days, so joined each other and started to head "them off at
another point, for we knew they must either be traveling
very stow, or have changed their course. ·
"The next clay we came upon their trail and followed it.
"It was heading toward Eagle Canyon--" .
"Ah! Eagle Canyon;" said Buffalo Bill, hastily.
"Yes, and I followed the trail, which was very fresh. ·
" \Ve took to the ridge, and saw that they had not passed
on into the canyon, and so awaited their coming.
'·Soon they appeared, and at the distance we were from
thein I counted them as well as I could, and Nelse from
another point did the ,same."
.
·
"What did you make their force, Jack?"
·'One hundred and eighty."
" And Nelse ?"
·
.
"He said he counted criticall y one hundred and eightyseve~1 ."

''Then that doubtless makes their force two hundred,
for some you <;loubtless missed, or they were scouting."
"I set them at that number, Bill."
"There are five villages in the tribe, so each village sent
a chief and fortv men.
"That is a good force, but not large enough to enter
upon more than a raid.
•
"Still this may be only one column, and there might be
a l<;irge force out, for if each· village sent two hundred,
then the fort would have to look out."
''Y cs; but I was careful to note that only ~ne column
left the mountains, for they would have to come out at
the pass where they could cross the river, or, as you say',
go a four days' ride around, and this they would only do in
case of intending a complete St,lrprise."
"You are right; we have only this colnmn to dea_l with,
I am snre."
"But they camped in Eagle Canyon?"
; 'Yes; they passed or: up in~o the upper end-all . except
one person."
,
CHAPTER XX.
"Ah! was she along?"
THE TEXAN' S REPORT.
'·If by she you mean the wife of the renegade chief you
"Now; Jack, what is your news?'' and Buffalo Bill had ·executed, she was. "
turned to Texas Jack, who, having refresqed himself with
"She halted at the graves there ?"
supper and a short rest, was ready to tell his story, for, as
"Yes; and tell me, which was her husband's?"
he had said, he had something important to tell.
"There are a couple· of soldiers' graves together:, and
"Well, Bill, you sent me to find out i·f the Sioux· ·were apart .some fifty feet the outlaws are buried, while under
on the warpath, or getting ready to go!"
a large pine in the edge of the timber is the grave of ithe
."Yes, and I knew yotl could bring me the news · if any renegade chief."
man could, Jack."
"That one is the grave where we saw her, for Nelse·and
"I did my best, and I'll tell you· what· we did."
I left our horses and crept on into the canyon.
"N else kept with you ?"
"She was kneeling by it, and we saw her raise ·her hands
"Oh, yes, and following your instructions, I readily as though she was taking an oath.
struck the trail into the mountains where the Sioux had•1
"There was not a redskin in sight, so N else and I detheir village.
.
.
·
"But
came upon a large and fresh trail leading away cided to capture the renegade queen. '
"Great Cesar's ghost! but she was gorgeous, and the
from the village, so we decided that the redskins had alsun glistened upon her gold armlets, so it was a good spec·
ready stnrted on the warpath.
"To follow them might be to nm upon some of· the war- any way to rop,e her in.
··•we were going to creep around into the timbe( and
riors who were sent back, or dropped out~ and I decided
that we had best follow long enoug-h to get, the direction cotne upon her while she was hugging- her grief over her
they were taking, and then head them off.
dead husband.
,
' "It se.emed a trifl~· mean, Bill, but we knew· she was up
"This we did, and we reached a point which we knew

we
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to deviltry, and would make the ·sioux worse than ever
Snow Face did."
"But you relented, it seems, as I see that you did not
bring her in with you," said the chief, with a smile.
"Nary 'relent, Bill; but we gave over the idea just as we
were about to begin business, for she suddenly got over
her grief and blew a whistle that brought some mounted
·
warriors clown the canyon at a gallop.
"We feared she had seen us, so we lighted out, regained
our horses and waited at a good place to ambush them for
over an hour, when, sure that we were i10t followed, we
decided not to monkey around any longer . but to come at
once to you and report."
"Did you destroy your trail ?"
"As well as we could, until we struck the buffalo trails."
"All right, we will be on hand to check these gentlemen.
for I shall send a •scout to Fort Fairvie\v, another to the
settlen ent, an.d one to each of the thr~e posts, so they will
. be warned, and I will ask for Captain Forrester to join me
with a hundred men and see if we can't capture this renegade queen, for she means mischief of the worst kind,
J ad:, and has simply gone to her "husband's grave to renew
the oath there that she made to me.
"But how \Yas it she picked out his grave among the
others?"
"Trust a woman for that, Hill , for they've got ways a
man can never find out.
Buffalo Bill at once wrote several notes, and soon a,ftcr
five scouts rode away from the secret camp, and oYer
beyond the lake•took as many different trails.
Then Texas Jack started off after nightfall, accompaniQd by another scout, to report the movements of the
Sioux, or if they still remained in Eagle Canyon.
. The next day at noon the T exan and his companion returned in haste to the retreat and reported that the rern:gade queen and her braves hacl left the canyon and were
heading toward Fort Fairview.
"To your saddles, Buckskins!" cried the chief, and before the 'order was obeyed there was a sight visible out
·
upon the plains to rivet any eye. .
CHAPTER XXL
THE IlEA UTIFU. DECOY.

The sight which met the eyes of the scout was a horse
and rider far away out on the plain .
A moment's observation showed two things, first, that
the rider was coming on at the full speed of his horse,
and next, that he was coming toward the ridge in the summit of which the Braves in Buckskin had their retreat.
The chief of scouts leveled his glass, and all stood hiding in the thicket, awaiting what he would say.
"It must be a soldier courier, for he is in dark clothes,
and Indians are doubtless in chase of· him , though they
have not appeared in sight yet."
Still keeping his eye to his glass, Buffalo Bill called out
a minute after:
"Ah! as I si1pposed, there come Indians in pursuit."
"How man, Bill?" asked Texas Jack.
Counting them slowly, the chief -replied:
"Something over twenty, and I think there are no more
·
behind.
"Go with the men, Neise, all of them, and cross the
lake to the foothills.

" I will come soon as I see what those fellows. are after,
and, Jack, you stay here."
The men departed, having put their traps together for a
stay away of several days, while Buffalo Bill wiped the
glasses carefully and again turned it upon the fugitive.
"Jack!" he said. in a tone that fairly startled his com- .
·
.
panion.
"Well, Bill?"
~HavP-==-heaulaught of a wagon-train, Government's
, C'.limmg west just now?"·
.-~ tuie
'' No, but one may be on the way to the fort."
" One must be, for yorn;ler rider is a woman."
·'The mischief you say, Bill!"
"Yes, a woman in a dark riding habit, black slouch hat,
'
and must be · an officer's wife or daughter.
"Come, we must save her, Jack. "
" vVe must at all hazards," and Texas J aek ran hastily
after Buffalo Bill, who was already by the side of his
horse.
Mounting, the two scouts rode at a swift gallop down
the canyon, reached the lake and found N else awaiting
·
them with the boat.
"Men all across, N else?"
"Yes, chief, and we'll soon be with 'em," and Nelsc
seized the oars, while the scouts held the reins of their
•
horses.
The horses swam well. and the island was soon reached,
the boat put away and the animals saddled.
Reaching the spot where the Braves in Buckskin
awaited them, Buffalo Bill aid:
.. Boys, be ready for a hard ride and a fi ght.
.. The one we saw chased by Indians is a woman, and we
must rescue her.
''Come."
·The Braves in Buckskin mounted and followed their
chief at a gallop around the base of the ridge.
Down through the foothills they went until they
reached some timber which alone separated them from the
, .
rolling plain beyond.
Buffalo Bill dismounted and went on foot to th~ edge
·
of the timber.
His glass showed him the horsewoman not half· a mile
away and ridi1ig toward a thick fringe of timber upon
the banks of the prairie stream.
Behind came the Indians in full chase and gaining. .
The cry of the scout brought his men to his side, Texas
Jack leading the chief's horse, and leaping into his s_a ddle
he led his Braves in Buckskin to the rescue.
Away they dashed over the plain, to head the fugitive
off, and meet her pursuers, though two to one against
them.
The Braves in Buckskin counted no odds when going
'
to the rescue of a woman.
Who she was, what she was, they did not ask, or care,
so long as she was in desperate danger.
Like the wind the horses, thoroughly fresh, swept over
the plain, while the riders cheered to encourage the fugitive, whose horse seemed to be rapidly failing.
Straight for the belt of timber they rode, and it soon
became evident that they would reach it about the time
the fugitive did, perhaps a little sooner, while the redskin pursuers would arrive several minutes later.
"Once in the timber, Jack, and we can stand them off,.,
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said Buffalo Bill, as he went swiftly along, his rifle across
his arm and ready for work. . ·
''V./e can make it hot for them, Bill, and save the girl
,
as well."
" Yes, but where are the rest .of the band, for these are
·
'
from the renegade queen's party?" .
" Sure; but the rest may be still at the canyon and these
be a scouting party; but where did that girl come from?"
''We will so?n know,'' and with a cry to his men to push
on, Buffalo Bill spurred forward, and an opening in the
timber revealed the fugitive coming on, aIJd the redskins
but a couple of h1mdred yards behind her.
She was not that far from the creek, and the scouts
\vere yet nearer.
" ~y heavens, Jack, see there ! we are trapped.
rtHalt ! fire into the timber yonder, all of you, and ready
bout !"
T he words of Buffalo Bill were caused by suddenly be·holding in the timber a number of red forms around a
pony which, forced to lie down in hiding, had suddenly
sprung to its feet.
·t At .the same mo1:ient th ~ woman on horseback wa~ seen
o qmetly draw rem, and seemed to pay no attention to
he redskins in her rear.
" It is the r enegade queen herself.
) .. F ire int.he timber, pards !"
A volley of rifle shots rang out, :
,.Der, and then a scattering fire from ti
lowed.
Hut for the keen eyes of Buffalo B. who had recogthe ambushed
nizecl the renegade queen and detect
foe at the same time, the scouts would !\, e <lashed right
on to certain death.
Then the rapid fire, so unex pected, from he scouts had
demoralized the redskins fo r a moment, and the B;.aves
in Buckskin were in full flight before a return fire came
from the Sioux, and when it did . it fell short.
" A close call that, J ack. "
"Yes. Bill ; but th e woman ?"
'' Is none other than the renegade q u een. ~ '
"But she was dressed as an Indian <Yir! when I saw
·
t:.
.
her."
" Women d1ange their · dresses to suit their humor

'

Jack.

" So:nehow she .k1:ew we. were camped in the vicinity,
and she put on a ndmg -hab1t and plotted to get us into an
ambush.
"T hose fellows il1 the ·timber were sent there last
nig ht, and she played the decoy to entrap us,"
··And but for your so quickly recognizing the situation,
would have done so."
·
"Yes ; an<l 1 saw the tra p none too soon. ·
" See! there the beautiful decoy sits on her horse direct- ·
ing her warriors, and she has sent half a· hundred after
'
us. "
"See! the); are clivicling i n two forces, Bill." ..
''Yes; and that. meaT)s mischief.
"Can there be more of tf1en't 111 ambush 111 the foot- ·
hills ?"
"Yes ; for see there !"
And Texas Jack pbintecl to two more bands of redskins
e~ch half a hundred in number, coming ()Ut of the foot~
lulls from different points to head the scouts off.
0

.
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BLUE COATS ON THE TRAIL.

A ffairs at the fort were progressing about as usual, the
officers and their.. famili.es trying to get all of the -eJ1joyment out of their life on the border that was possible.
Colonel Cassidy, who had followed General Carr; a
most popular officer, had proven himself a ·good c0111mandant and was liked by all.
He seemed to particularly admire Kate Kennerley, and
one evening as he called at Major Denton's and found the
heiress a_lone, she asked him to sit clown upon the piazza
and await the return of the major and his wife, who had
gone for a walk.
''How like your mother vou are, Miss Kennerley" sud'
'
·
denly said the colonel.
''.My mother ! did yon know her, sir?" eagerly asked the
.
maiden. ·
"Yes."
"Oh, tell me of her!"
" Why, did your mother die before you could remember her ?" he asked, su rprised.
" Colonel Cassidy, all I know about my moth.er is that
she was a Mexican.
1
" After her death my fath er took me to live in the Citv
of :Mexico, and then to the border wher e he had a com·
.
ma'nc!, for he had entered the ann):.
''\l\Then he died, he sent to the U nited States to mv
U ncle Lucius, w ho was stationed at McPherson 'and he '
'
became my guarclia11.
'·I hardly ' knew my nncie, and he was killed,. you re·
member, nearly a year ago.
·
"Can you tell me more?"
" Your father was an officer in the army, and a gallant
one; but he was taken prisoner during the Mexican war
and' hi s life was saved by a l\1exican !adv ; your moth e;.
was a Senorita Bonita Vilez, and your father loved her
and they were married.
" Your fat her got a commission aS' commander of
lanceros, and was stationed on the frontier where I met
'
him again, and your mother ' al so.
"You were then a little girl of three years, and I am
happy to renew my acquaintance with you again, and let
me congratulate you upon being a true soldier's daugh·
,
ter."
_''. It is a pleasure to hear that you were my fatlier's.1
fri end, for I have no one near .me now whom I knew in
. the past.
"All are good to me. though, and I love clear old Major
Denton and his b~autiful .wife as thoug h they were really
bound to me by km,d recl ties, and M rs. Denton, you know,
was my father 's ,,fri end-but . here comes Captain - Forrester to see you. .
And 'the young officer was seen turning into the avenue that led to "Fort \ IV elcome," as Major Den ton's hos•
pitable hon.1e was called. '
"And why not to see you, instead of me ?" asked the
,
colonel, with a suggestive smil e,
. ''.Ah! Captain Forrester, though e·vcr polite, does not
v1s1t me.
"And .then, I saw him go first to your quarters."
··r believe that you were his fri end in all his trouble ·
'
,
1 riss Kenn erlev ?"
"Oh, yes; \Ve at Fort W elcome never believed the
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"With no time limit to return, sir?"
charges ·against him, black as they looked at one time;
"I leave that to you, Forrester, and success to you."
but there is always, I deem it, the stamp of innocence or
"Thank you, sir," and with a bow the officer was turnguilt in one's face, and I could never read aught but 'Not
ing away when Kate Kennerley said, as she extended her
guilty' in Captain Forrester's."
"You are right, for I so read it; but h~ is a splendid of- hand:
"And I, too, say success to you, Captain Forresterficer, and I rather admire· his refusal to be friendly with
•
·
good-by."
those who made every effort to prove him guilty.
"Why, they still are trying to prove that there is someHe };rasped her hand, turned and was gone, and ~ate '
thing about the man," in spite of all charges being dis- Kennerlcy saw him ride out of the fort half an hour after
,
proven."
with eighty bluecoats following him.
"Yes, Colonel Cassidy, and I believe he will yet show
''Somehow I wish the colonel had allowed him to take
that what seems mysterious in his actions now is not more men," she muttered, as from her window she saw
crime."
the troopets disappear over a rise in the prairies, and a
"You refer to this strange creature who twice deceived moment after she added, in a low, earnest tone: "I would
us all-first as the Boy Bugler and then as Miss Mese- give much to read the secret the' heart of that man ho!~."
role?"
"Yes; ·a nd a remarkable, mysterious, beautiful creature
CHAPTER XXIII.
she is," replied Kate. Kennerley, lowering her voice, as
THE BLUECOATS TO THE RESCUE.
the officer was now within a few yards of the piazza.
The face of the young captain, as he rode out of the
He saluted the commandant, raised his bat gracefully
fort, after leaving Colonel Cassidy and Kate Kennerley,
to Kate, and said :
" Pardon me for disturbing you, Colonel Cassidy, and was a study.
" Frank, I wish the colonel had allowed me to take four
you also I crave pardon of, Miss Kennerley, for breaking
in upon the colonel's visit; but a courier has arrived from companies," he said.
"You asked him?"
the· Northwest and reports having crossed an Indian trail
"Yes, and he said · two were enough; but I swelled the
leading down from the mountains where the Sioux have
force all I could, and, as you see, besides my own comtheir village.
" It was a trail, he said, made by fully a hundred war- pany, took picked detachments from the others, and I have
.
riors, so they must be on a raid, and as we have heard four-score as gallant fellows as ever wore spurs."
"You have indeed, Fred," said Surgeon Frank Powell,
nothing from Cody, I was going to ask if I could not take
glancing admiringly over the men behind him.
three or four companies and go on a scout?"
There was Captain Alfred Tabor, of B Company,
"Certainly, Captain Forrester, you can go, and I am
six of his own men, and the detachments from the
with
as
Cody,
about
anxious
am
too,
I,
glad to have you, for
others of the regiment, and with him were two lieutenants,
we have had no messenger from him for ten days."
"There is some cause for alarrri, sir, as· those Indians both daring, dashing officers.
"A" company, "Forrester's Own," as it was called, had
are on the warpath, and were heading for the locality
men in the ranks, two lieutenants, and the non-comforty
be.
where I know Cody's retreat to
missioned officers.
''Can I take Surgeon Powell with me ,sir?"
There were therefore in the command, with commis"V./ell, yes, as the assistant surgeons can look after the
sionecl and non-commissioned officers, just ninety men,
fort; but why take fo ur companies ?"
"They were reported, sir, about a hundred strong, and and Black Bird, Surgeon Powell's negro servant, black
of course must be moving in large force, with other col- as ink, immense in stature, and brave as a lion, brought
up the rear with two pack-horses in lead, while there were
umns as well."
. " I hardly think so, for since Buffalo Bill so summarily for the other officers and men four large mules bearing
exect\ted their renegade chief, Snow Face, they have been packs, for Fred Forrester always looked to the comfort
of his soldiers.
cowed."
"You dread that the reds are out in force, then, Fred?"
"His wife remains, sir, the renegade queen."
"Nonsense ! what can a woman do as the- head of a tribe said Frank Powell.
"Yes, for I feel sure that Buffalo Bill has all his men
of redskins?"
"or we would have heard from him.
busy,
"iVI uch, sir, if she is a woman bent on mischief, and has
hope he has not been overwhelmed."
orJy
''I
ability. added to the spirit of revenge, as I heard from
but Bill is not the man to be caught in a trap,
I;
do
'"So
Cody is the case with this fair renegade.
though we are all of us liable · to get into trouble some
"\/\/omen can do much, Colonel Cassidy, for evil, when day."
they set their hearts upon it," was the rather earnest re- ·
"I am glad I have you along, Frank, for you are worth
sponse, and somehow irito the minds of both the colonel a dozen men, and I f~el that my command is good for
and Kate came the thought of the woman who had thrice the'ir number, at least."
masqueraded as the Boy Bugler and Miss Meserole.
It was the next morning, as the squadron was moving
"I still believe the Si<lux will not send out more than a along on the trail, that a horseman was seen coming
raiding party so two companies will be sufficient, I think." toward them at a gallop.
" It is a scout, and orie of Cody's; yes, it is Lucky Luke,"
The young officer bowed, as though the last remark setsaid Surgeon Powell.
tled the matter, and asked :
And soon after the horseman dashed· up and, saluting,
'·Can I depart at once, sir?"
said;
"Certainly."
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"Going .to the .fort;. sir, · with dispatches from Chief
ody;. to report redskins in force on the warpath, and four
ther scouts sent to the different posts."
"All right, Luke; but where is Buffalo" Bill?" asked the
aptain . .
"Left him . at 'the retreat, sir; and he was to take the
rail with the balance of the boys.'·'
"Then I shall find him iri that neighborhood?"
"Yes, sir; thereabouts-any word to send, sir?"
"Only say to Colonel Cassidy that you found me this
ar on my way, and I will feel obliged if he will send Capain Bainbridge with two other companies lo support me.
."I .will meet them, or have a messenger there to do so,
t Sentinel Hill."
"Yes, sir."
And Lucky Luke shot away on his ride to the fort, while
he pace of the troopers was hastened to a trot.
lt was in the afternoon, as they were moving along
after an hour's rest, when shots were heard not a mile
way.
Instantly came the order to prepare for hot work, and
halt was ordered.
The saddle-girths were tightened, the weapons loosened
sc~bbard and holster, and the men mounted ready for
1e charge.
On they went at a sweeping gait, while the firing connued, and grew louder and louder.
They were in a valley,_a prairie vale, with a stream upon
one side and a ridge of timber upon the other.
. Beyond was a plain with a large stream, the banks
heavily timbered, and a ridge, fringed with a thicket ·that
was very dense in growth, and from the latter a. long
string of Indian horsemen were emerging and moving
oward the river.
From the latter had come a party of horsemen, ten in
umber, a1~d they were whites.
Behind them, in full pursuit, were fourscore It\dian
arriors, .mounted, and with yells dashing svviftly along.
Thus was the "small band of horsemen caught between
two bodies of foes, and had to fight a force of twenty to
ne against them.
Over in the timber the keen eye of Captain Forrester
detected other foes, but how many he had no means of
knowing,
The small band of pale-faces were the Boys in Buckskin, and that there \vas no hope for them they seemed
to realize, for instead of pushing on, as though to break
through the Indian line ahead of them, they suddenlv
huddled together into a solid mass, halted and faced the(r
enemies.
Buffalo Bill and his Braves in Buckskin were at bay.
Captain Forrester had halted his men before dashing
through the timber into view.
He had ridden ·on with Frank Powell, dismounted and
observed the situation.
"Brave Cody I they have brought him to bay and he
intends to die game, for he knows not we are ne~r."
:'No, and ~he redskins do not know, eithe.r, so we will
gam a surpnse."
"How many, at a rough guess, are they?"
·
"I should say all of two hundred, with n1ore cou)1ties
to hear from," replied Frank Ppwell.
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"I. would fight them to save Cody and· his Bo)rs in Buckskin, were they a thousand .
"Attention, battalion! forward, "march!"
His voice rang out and the soldiers came on to where
he sat on his horse yvith the Surgeon Scout, awaiting
them .
.Then came the order in trumpet tone:
"Charge!"
CHAPTER XXIV.
THE RENEGADE QUEEN'$ BOLD PLOT.

The Red Eagle was the king of trailers .
He had won fame ~n the village of his people when a
mere boy by' his success as hunter.
.
He trapped game and kept his mother's tepee supplied,
while others of his elders could not do so.
He killed his first bear when but thirteen, and saved the
life of a . wounded chief by doing so.
His f:ither was a great chief, and tipon the clay of the
child's birth had killed a reel eagle, one of whose feathers
by some fteak were of a reddish-brown instead of grav.
This gained for the boy his name of Red Eagle, and, O'n
that same clay of his birth the Sioux had gained a g'reat
victory over their foe~ , the Cheyennes.
· ,
\Nhen but sixteen the boy had taken his first scalp, that
of a Pawnee chief, and so he won his spurs, arid before
th.e age when an American boy can vote, he' was a chid,
and a noted one.
Tall, an athlete in form, with a bold face and piercing
eyes, a voice low and m,ellow in conversation, and like a
trumpet in anger, Reel Eagle was the idol of the Sioux
maidens.
But, from the coming of the renegade queen among
his 'people, he had had eyes for her alone.
·
.
She was the wife of his great chief, Snow Face, who,
taking a fancy to the young Sioux, had done much to
advance him; but he loved the beautiful Cruel Face.
She was a pale-faC<e, he a redskin, yet she was his idol,
and he was her slave.
She kJ1ew his regard for her, though he had . never
uttered a word to her of it, and. so she made use of him
and he enjoyed serving her.
He did for her what he would have had one of his warriors do for him; but she flattered his vanity by making
him believe that no ope el~e could accomplish what sh~
asked of him.
..
· ·
·
So he hacP gone upon .the trail to discover if there were
pale-face scouts about, between her and the blows she
would strike.
His quick glance had caught the trail leading from the
canyon, and he had followed it, for he knew that it was a
fresh one. ,
He had tracked the two riders, Texas Jack and his
companion, to the shores of the lake, and he had seen them
in a boat, while their horses swam.
So he had boldly hidden his outer costume and entered
the lake to solve the secret of the retreat, and he had done
so.
Unseen even . by the "eagle-eyed scouts, who suspected
no foes' preseqce, he beheld their camp and also saw the·
tall, never-mistaken form of the chief, Buffalo Bill,
He had won ~triumph, and back on the trail he went.
He made_ the long swim down the lake, removin~ hi~

a
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costume and arms, and mounting his horse set out for the
Eagle Canyon.
_
"The Red Eagle has returned soon," said the renegade
queen, when he appeared before her.
"The Red Eagle has news for the ears of the Cruel
Face."·
"So soon ?"
"The Red Eagle does not crawl when the Cruel Face
bids him run.
"He found a trail, of two white braves and they were
in the Eagle Canyon; they saw the Cr~1el Face at the
grave of the dead chi~f, and they went to tell their chief
all they had seen, that the Sioux, with the renegade chief
at their head, were on the warpath.
"The Red Eagl_e followed their trail by land and water,
and fo~nd the .hidden camp of the great scout, ". Pa-hehas-ka,'" and his scouts-so many the eyes of the Reel
Eagle saw," and he held up his hand three times to de11ote
fifteen.
"The Red Eagle is a great chief, and he .coull return
to the retreat of the Pa-he-has-ka ?"
"Yes, and the braves of the Cruel Face can wear the
scalps of the white trailers at their belts.
"B_ut their retreat is .a strong one, and it would be good
to brmg them out, for 1f they saw from hill lookout a few
redskins upon the plain they would come out to capture
them, and the braves of the Cruel Face could be in ambush and kill 'or capture all."
·
"The Red Eagle speaks with a wise tongue ; but I will
take another plan, for the Cruel. Face will draw them out
of their den.
"Let the Red Eagle listen/ ...,
"The ears of the Red Eagl ar.f open.·•
"1:he pale-fa.c.es were my people, and I know them well,
and m my pack I have a riding-suit such as the white
squaws use when going on horseback.
"I will put it on and appear far off from the scout'5
hill, and have twenty of my braves in chase.
'
"They will see that I am a pale-face, and think that I
am from some wagon train, and will come to the rescue.
. "The Re~ E~gle must to-night place my other warriors
m ambush m timber toward which I ride and the scouts
will dash upon them.
'
"Other braves can hide in other timber so as to cut
them off, and the scouts will fall at the hands of inv
braves.
,
"Does the Red Eagle under~tand ?"
"The Cruel Face speaks with the wise tongue of an old
medicine-chief.
"The Red Eagle hears her words and will obey."
"But the Red Eagle must know that the Long Hair,
the great pale-face chief, is to be taken alive.
"If a brave 'of my people harms him he shall die for
the :vhite chief must go to the village of the Sioux, there
to die.
"Let the Red Eag-le tell each brave this."
"It is as the Cruel Face says, and the warriors must
be on the trail with the night."
"It shall be so.
· "Let ·my warriors pr.e pare and my chiefs know the
wishes of the Cruel Face."
*Buffalo Bill is known among the Siou~ tribes as Pa-hehas-ka, which, iqterpreted, means Long Hair.-THE AUTHOR.

~he Red Eagle departed upon his errand up the canyon,
while the renegade queen entered the · cabin, and half
an hour after appeared in a dark blue tiding habit, black
slouch hat and was ready for her work as a beautiful
decoy.
While the scouts slept in security, little dreaming that
Texas Jack had been trailed by the Red Eagle, the latter
was qmetly placing the braves in ,position for an ambush
and the renegade queen was going to · the position she
intended to start from on her clever scheme to capture
Buffalo Bill and his Braves in Buckskin.
That both the renegade queen and the Reel Eagle did
their work well the reader has already seen.

CHAPTER XXV.
A ST RA N G E C 0 M

n AT.

·w hen Captain Fred Forrester and the gallant' troopers
dashed out of the timber with the ringing cheer of the
gallant -th cavalry, they were well under a swift run before the Sioux seemed to realize that friends of the
scouts were near.
"Steady, men! keep close, and follow me!"
Snch were the orders given by the young commander
of the troopers.
He was in his element now, for · it was in scenes of
deadly peril that he had won hi rapier promotions to the
rank of a captain years before his thirtieth year.
His handsome face was stern, his fierce eyes blazing
a1~d his · revolver was ready in his right hand, for it wa
with that weapon the bluecoats meant to do execution.
They saw that the redskins were more than two to on
in sigh"l:, and there were more beyond the timber, but hO\
many they neither knew nor cared.
·
''Oh. for four companies, now !
"If Colonel Cassidy had only let me have them, we coul
sweep this field," said Fred Forrester to Surgeon Powell,
who rode near him.
The face of the latter wore a smile. .
1
He always smiled when danger was deadliest, and nm\
he was going to the rescue of his best friend, Buffalo Bill.
Along the line in front of the men rode the other officers, eager for the fray, and the men followed, solid as
a wall, a dangerous, death-dealing machine, they seemed.
The scouts, as I have said, had rallied in a grouµ .and
stood at bay, with the redskins sweeping down upon them
from four points of the compass, and redskins in force
that was overwhelming.
But not a man flinched, and they would die there in
their tracks, while many a warrior would keep them company.
Back in the timber Captain Forrester had left a carporal and two men, and the three negro servants, with th
pack-horses, and with this exception all his force was
taken to the rescue.
The cheer, ringing, encouraging !O friend, defiant to
foe; was the first intimation that the Sioux had of the
pre.sence of the soldiers on the scene.
Two more minutes would have hemmed in the scouts.
whose rifles were already ringing out death-knells · upon
the enemy.
_
They were a solid, determined, desperate band, ready
for the work of death. ·
Their volleys of rifle shots had rung out at long range
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hen at shorter range, ere they, too, saw the bluecoats, for
So she told the Indian courier to go and hurry the warhey had not looked for aid, not expecting it.
.
riors on, . and as he darted away her ears caught the ringTheir voices arose in a wild yell at the sight, and their ing cheers of the soldiers, and she beheld them dash out
ird volley was a terrible one, not from hope, but on ac- of the timber.
ount of nearer range.
Her face became livid with passion, and she bit her
The shots of the Indians, who were here and there with lips nervously.
carbine and rifle, with a few score revolvers, had not told
Then she said through her shut teeth:
n the scouts, for they · reserved their deadly fire, remem" My God, am I to be foiled?
ering the order of the renegade queen.
.. No; my own b,raves are more than two to one against
.
Their arrows were sent in showers, but n.ot to kill, only them, and the Wild Buffalo· will soon be here.
to intimidate, for they meant not to harm the long-haired
"There are not four-score of those bluecoats-unless
chief of the scouts.
there are more back in the timber."
·
They preferred to take all alive, in fact, and believed
Calling to one of her braves, she bade him ride like the
their game surely entrapped.
wine! and bring the Wild Buffalo and his warriors .in all
The torture of half a score white men would be so haste to the scene, and mentally she thanked the old medi~
grand an affair for their people up in the mounfains to cine-chief for having sent the extra force on her trail.
witness!
In the meantime the Red Eagle and his band of fifty
But as they pressed pn, going toward a common center, · were almost upon the scouts, who still stood at bay, ~a
the cheer Qf the Boys in Blue, rushing to the aid of the the other three bands and the troopers were not two bun"
raves in Buckskin, reached their ears with startling dis- dred yards apart.
·
inctnes"s.
'
Nervously glancing over the plains the renegade queen
They all glanced wildly toward the timber, and the sa:w that the Wild Buffalo and his braves were in sight a
ines of redmen swerved, staggered and seemed to break third of a mile away, and pressing their tired horses on
1 a dozen places.
with all speed.
.
·
The Red Eagle, in his fury at the coming rescue,
A cry of joy broke from her lips as she saw, too, that
heeled his own braves into column and determined to the force of Wild Buffalo must l;>e even larger than her
ride down the scouts, while his voice rang out in an order own; anq she cried, savagely:
for the other three chiefs to face the coming soldiers.
"With five hundred warriors I ·will yet have my reThe order was quickly obeyed, and the soldiers found venge !"
about a hundred and fifty warriors to charge down upon ,
,- - while the group of scouts saw that they had to meet a red
CH . PTER XXVI.
avalanche of death.
·
FIGHTING
GAINST ODDS.
Over in the timber the renegade queen sat upon her
horse, viewing, as she believed, the certain capture of BufWhen the renegade queen gave utterance to the threat
fa!o Bill, and the utter annihilation of his band.
of revenge, which the presence of five hundrd warriors
Suddenly a redskin brave rode up to her and said a would enable her to acco\11plish, she saw that Wild Buffalo
few words in a hasty manner, at the same time pointing had in his force nearly three hundred braves.
back over the plains.
Her· practice in seeing warriors massed since a dweller
There were with the renegade queen the score or so among the redskins, enabled her to get a very fair esti- ·
warriors who had been in the chase .after her, and they mate at a glance of those coming to her aid .
.were resting their ponies after the hard rui:i.
She took in the situa'tion with the eye of a skilled officer,
This was the force seen by the soldiers, and gave reason and saw that if the troopers broke the line of Sioux they
for the belief that there were many more warriors there would stan;pede, while if Red Eagle did not ride down
to dash out and come to the relief of their comrades who and capture Buffalo Bill and his scouts, the victory fo ·
were charging down upon the scouts.
her would be lost, but for the coming of Wild Buffalo and
v\ihen the renegade queen heard the report of the In- . . his reinforcements.
dian courier, who had just come into the tiniber, she
So she rode out of the timber to urge on the coming
smiled triumphantly and glanced out upon the prairie braves, and seeing her they uttered a wild war-cry and
beyond.
spurred on their ponies the faster.
Th
d. ·
h"
Again in the timber, the renegade queen beheld what
.. e great me icme-c ief, Red Tomahawk, back at she had feared, that th e mass of warriors went down bethe village, had become fearful of harm to the queen of
the Sioux, and had sent the Chief_ Wild Buffalo 'with fore the cha,rge of the troopers.
many braves to follow the trail of the Cruel Face."
The redskins opened fire firs t, and brought down a~d
wounded a few riders and their horses ; but' the soldiers
At another time the rei;iegade queen might have been djd not hC:'ed. this, and in another mom ent came the order
angered at the coming upon her trail of another force, from Fred Forrester:
but now, as the scouts must be taken, and no chance for
"Fire!"
one to esJ:ape, sh~ was glad qf the coming ' of the Wild
He had before had the troopers b1ing their carbilles to
Buffalo, who she knew must bring as large a force as a ready, and the volley was a severe one, for redskins and
her own.
·
ponies bit the 'dust.
Then, too, flushed with the hope of present victory, with
Then the earl- .nes were slung at their backs, and the re~
four hundred warriors at her call, she could extend her volvers opened sharply when the order came:
.
raid and make the soldiers in the forts even tremble at
"Use your revolvers now. ·men, and shoot to kill!"
her power.
This rattling aml d~aclly fire, follow~_d by !!.1~ cheerin1'\

'·
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'd ashing, irresistible avalanche of ~orses and riders, broke renegade queen ride out of the t_imber, with the_.Sio
the Indian line, and they fled, rallied, broke again, and at her back.
" Men, we must join thi gallant-Braves in Buckskin
then stampeded toward the timber, to suddenly be checked
as the renegade queen dashed into view waving her forward! " and Captain Forrester led the charge do
. _lqrn;e, a11d behind her qme the tired, panting force of toward the scouts, who, hampered as they were, came
but slowly.
'
.
Wild Buffalo.
"Halt! and ~tse your carbines now," shouted Fred .For- . In the ·meantime a corporal had' been sent back to t
rester, as he beheld this new force, and which checked timber in their ·rear, w_ith four wounded men, who we
yet able to ·ride, and two dead soldiers, but this mo
his pursuit of the redskins.
The or~er was obeyed, and a rattling fire was opened seemed. to be unnoticed by the redskins, for no effort w
made to flank them.
upon the timber, the youpg officer calling out:
Down toward the scouts, distant some five . himdr
·"Don't fire near that woman, men!"
·· In the meantime Red Eagle, with the eye of his queen yards, rode Fred Forrester and his soldiers, and a wi ·
upop him, was rushing down upon the little band of cheer broke from the lips of the troopers, a yell of t ·
umph from the Braves in Buckskin, as the forces unit '
scouts.
"Bravo, Captain Forrester!
." Form ;i. line, boys, and let your repeating rifles speak,"
said Buffalo Bill, who was at one end of the line, with
"I knew you were the only man that dared do what y
Texas Jack at the other.
did," and Buffalo Bill grasped the young officer's han l
· Had the scouts been armed with carbines, that would
." I had started out to look yott up, Bill, and met yo 1
.
•
1
have ended their career; but each one had a repeating courier, so pushed on.
rifle, fired to kill, and the rapid, steady fire .of a hundred
"How many redskins have you in front?"
1
shots broke Red Eagle's warriors all up.
'About five hundred, I. guess, sir, minus a score yo :
ffad , also, the force not been divided by the soldiers' men and mine killed ; but let us show a bold front, sir, at
coming, the · scouts also would have been doomed; but move toward them, for they are preparing to charge at
fifty Indians were not · enough to ride them down, and no surround us."
one recognized the fact quicker than did Chief Red Eagle.
"All right, Cody, and we will have to fight to the de~t ·
He Sa\~; that it was a defeat, and before the eyes. of the for this looks bad for us; but I am one to never say
renegade queen; but tlrere was nothing to do 'but to get until after the funeral," and the young captain laugh I
out of a 'bad situation as quickly as possible, as he saw the recklessly, while Surgeon Powell rode up and wan
defeat of the other force left the soldiers and scouts with shook hands with Buffalo Bill, and said:
between them.
"You made those fellows fly about like they had stru
only his broken· half-ht.mdr,~
r
It is true a couple of s~outs fell, and two more were a stone wall, Bill."
slightly wounded, while half....a dozen of their horses went ,, "Have you any more men, capfain ?" asked Buffalo B"
down; but the .remainder were not to be easily overrun, · "I left a corporal and two men; with three negroes a
our pack-horses, in the timber, and just sent five wound
and his own force had suffered heavily.
Suddenly Buffalo Bill dashed out and captured two In- men back there-that is all." ·
"Th'en we have to fight to the death, sir."
,
dian ponies, and Texas Jack caught another,. while a
"Yes,
and
will.;
but
I
only
wish
Colonel
Cassidy
h
fo~1rth trotted up to where the scouts stood at bay and
given me the other two companies' I asked for, and a si
was taken.
··
pound gun I intended to have brought, and yonder r
This mounted the riderless scouts, and the saddles were skins would be taught a. bitter le·sson." .
quickly changed from the dead to the living animals, and
" The renegade queen, the wife of Snow Face, is
•he two . ?COUtp who had fallen, one cj.ead,, the other command."
wounded, were placed , behind the couple of slightly
" Yes, I saw her; but ·Jet us move."
wounded Boys in Buckskin.
And the order was given to march, and, with the sco
Then the chief gave the order:
.
on either wing, the Boys in Blue advanced toward t
. "Forward, ·and we:ll reach that gallant band of sol- timber, firing their repeating ri.fles and carbines as th
diers!"
advanced.
'And he added :
" I fear they have gotten into trouble, for, Jack, do you
CHAPTER XXVII.
see that other column of Sioux?"
' A BUGLE CALL. •
" I see them ,. Bill."
"The queen comes well supported, and will give us a
The renegade queen was somewhat surprised . at ~
11hard fight of it, if she don't .worst us, for Forrester has bold move of the troopers advartcing upoi1 het with th
not a)mndred men." ·
small force.
"You are right ; but he'd fight them, Bill, if he did not
It also seemed to surprise her chiefs, and the suspici
have half a hundred."
·
was that it would indicate that the red'skins had not .
I
''You are right,.and what a splendid charge he made." met the full forc.e of soldiers-th.a t there were more )
·
·
"I nearly let that Indian chief get hold of me in watch- to come.
It was a bitter blow to the renegade queen to see '
ing it, and the fellow seemed bullet-proof, for I sent three
shots squarely at his head."
soldiers and Braves in Buck~kin united, for it showed
that to gain her rev'enge she must capture all, and t
"And clipped his feathers, for I saw them fl y.
nerve she had seen shown by the whites already convinc
" But I thought he 'bad you, Bill-See there!"
.The last remark was caused by suddenly seeing the her that this would be no easy task.
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She could not, however, blame her chiefs, Red Eagle
nd Panther Eye, for they certainly had planned well and
one their best, and she held out her hand to each one as
e came up with his broken force to show that she held
o ill will.
Still, ren gade though she was, she yet could not but
dmire her own race for the magnificent courage shown, .
nd a sigh broke from her lips that a cruel destiny had
orce<l her to become what she was.
Panther Eye and his horses, in straggling groups, had
rst reached. the timber, just as Wild Buffalo and his warriors had arrived, and they were all checked by the
woman, until a few minutes after Red Eagle and his band
came up. .
She had noted the fact that the Red Eagle had dashed
into the midst of the scouts and yet escaped, so she was
not surprised to see a wound upon his forehead, where a
bullet' had cut its way, and that his left arm hung limp by
is side.
But Red Eagle did not seem to notice his wounds, a
hird one from a bullet being in the fleshy part of his
high.
The tenegade queen had extended her hand to Chief
ild Buffalo as he came up, 1tnd a wave of her hand had
rrested his charge.
He was a large, evil-faced Indian of forty, and yet he
ad a record second only to Red Eagle.
''The great Chief Wild Buffalo is welcome, and the
rue\ Face thanks the mighty medicine-man, Red Tomahawk, for sending him and his brave warriors to her aid,
'
and they will be repaid by many scalps."
The chief seemed pleased at his welcome, and the Red
Eagle then came up and was greeted, but his face was
·
stern, his eyes glittering.
''The Panther Eye and Wild Buffalo will place their
braves yonder, on either side, while the Cruel Face dresses
the wounded arm of the Red Eagle," the woman said;
but the chief drew back and said :
"No, the Red Eagle is no child to cry with pai11, and
his enemies are before him.
"Will the Cruel Face let the Red Eagle lead her warriors against the pale-faces, for she. must not face. the bullets?"
The woman smiled, and replied :
"The Red Eagle does not know the Cruel Face, for
she will lead her warriors, and no bullet will harm her.
"See! the pale-face soldiers advance, so let my warriors be ready."
The situation was a strange onei and a thrilling one as
well.
The Indians who had been beaten off in the one case,
and failed to capture the scouts in the other, had gained
renewed courage with the arrival 'of Wild Buffalo and his
band.
The latter had ridden hard, for the medicine-chief, Red
Tomaha,vk, had pretended to see signs in the moon and
stars that the renegade queen was in danger, so had dispatched the Wild Buffalo to her aid with all haste, and the
chief had spared neither pony or brave, and arrived just
as he was needed most, so his horses and men were tired
and hungry, almost broken down when they reached the
·
·
timber.
The truth was that old Red Tomahawk had yielded

his command of the Sioux in the field to Snow . Face, to
whom as well as to the fair renegade, he owed his life
when captured by the whites.
But though he had trusted the white chief, knowing
him to be cunn.ing and brave, he feared that the reneg<Rde
queen would not be able to meet an emergency, and hence
had sent the Wild Buffalo and three hundred braves as d
better protection to her.
They had arrived almost broken down, both braves and
ponies, and found the force of the renegade queen beaten
off ; but they were united, confident of victory, and so
formed for a battle with the whites, whom they outnumbered as six to one.
Determined to encourage her warriors, for she ·knew
she had a brave force to meet, though a small one, the
renegade queen took the center of her line, and with Red
Eagle near her.to lei1d his aid and advice, she advanced to
meet the coming force, but going slowly so as to have a
'reserve in the timber to retreat to, should the soldiers
show a heavier force than now appeared, and which their
boldness led her and the chief to believe they had.
. Suddenly the carbines and rifles of the troopers and
scouts poured a volley into the force of the Sioux, and
warriors and ponies along the line dropped dead and
.
wounded. ·
But the renegade queen noted the fact that no one
fell very near to her, but to each side 'of her, some fifty
or more feet away, the fire of the whites had been directed.
With wildest yells the. Sioux pressed on, and were
answered with a cheer from the soldiers, the war-cry of
the Braves in Buckskin, 4md terrible volley of bullets.
The line of redskins skt'ved and staggered, but still
held on, and the renegade queen saw that they were
badly hurt.
The soldiers halted and gave anothe.r fire at long range,
steadily and well aimed, and then drew their revolvers and
the command came for a charge.
The redskins rnust be checked, their line broken, or
their entire strength would overwhelm the gallant little
band.
This caused the Sioux to waver and halt, they preferring to meet the. attack at -a standstill, and surround the
·
whites.
But the renegade queen dashed forward with a cry,
and they beheld her lance with its streamers going right
down upon their foes, so with an appalling war-cry they,
too, rushed on.
The young commander saw that his force must not be
bro)<en, or all were doomed.
But just then, back in the timber from whence the soldiers had come, arose the loud and ringing notes of a
,~
bugle.
It was blowing a charge, and above the din of battle
it was heard, while two horsemen dashed out of the tim~
ber, one waving his sword as to the others to come· on,
the other the bugler, who still sent his wild notes for succor over the field.

f

CHAPTER XXVIII.
A

STRAN~ER

"c1u;rs

IN:"

"In Heaven's ·name, what help is that?" cried Fred Forrester, as the bugle notes reached his ears.
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He, too, was well mounted, but he showed no belt
"The general· relented, perhaps, and ' sent you the other
two companies, sir," responded Captain Alfred Tabor, arms, yet a repeating rifle was strapped to the saddle of ·
pack-horse which he led, and could be quickly brougl
·
of B company.
"Heaven grant it, for we need them; but help has surely into use if needed.
The appearance of these two in camp was a surpri
afrived, for see there!" ,
Out of the timber now appeared horsemen from differ- to the soldiers and the servants.
But the white man said, quickly:
· ent points, turning their horses, darting about and waving
"Are there other soldiers in reserve, corporal, to go
their swords, as though ordering men into line.
At the same time a horseman, evidently a dispatch the aid of those gallant fellows?"
"I am sorry to say not, sir," responded the corpor
bearer, came riding like the wind down toward the solwith marked respect, for there was something in the 1
diers at bay, waving his hat as he same.
This was too much for the redskins, for the first blast and tone of the speaker to command it.
"Heaven help them, for there are more redskins co
of the bugle had checked their advance, and now they
feit sure that a large force .had come, or was near, coming ing yonder, as I flanked them, and their force is· lar
.. ,
than the one now engaged with the soldiers.
to the rescue.
"We must do something to save them, corporal." ' {;.,
Their ponies, or those of Wild Buffalo's band, were
·
"What can we do, sir?"
' broken clown, and their riders almost used up as well, so
The other corporal and his wounded comrades rode u
they wished to retreat while they could, and the Red Eagle
at this HJinute, and they told most truly that the situati
looked anxiously toward the renegade queen.
"Will my braves retreat from a foe?'.' she asked, with for the soldiers was growing desperate each moment:. :
" Men, you must let your wounds go, for a while, a •
sarcasm which the chief flinched under, for he read aright
'
· help me.
her smile of scorn.
''It will be your only chance to save yourselves, f
"There may be more foes than the Cruel Face has warriors, and to wait may be to lose her and all her braves the defeat of your comrades means death to you also.
"Will you obey my orders?'.'
·
witl:i her.
"Gladly, sir!" cried both corporals, only too glad
"The Reel Eagle is ready to die for the Cruel Face,
but not to see her again among her people, who would have a leader.
And the wounded men also rallied under the \vords a,
· ·kill her."
This settled it, and the Sioux retreated rapidly to the manner of the stranger.
"Then give me your bugle, my man, and one of y
.
,.r'
timber.
· Nor did they halt the e, for_ they knew that position lend me a uniform coat and hat."
The bugle was instantly handed to him, and Black Bi
could be flanked, might a ea y be, as they could not see
ran up with Surgeom Powell's fatigue coat and cap, s
beyond the rise of prairie.
·
So they pressed on rapidly through the timber, crossed ing, quickly:
"Take dose, sah, for cley belongs to my boss, and h
the plain to the ridge and disappeared beyond it, for out
of the woods they had left they saw the troopers following, about your size, so dey'll fit yer, sah."
"1 do not care for a fit just now, my man; but they w
stretched out in a long line, and they felt sure that it was
a large force upon their track, perhaps heavy enough to do well."
And in an instant the stranger had put on the coat a
follow them to their village and th{eaten it with attack.
hat.
And the force which had thus turned the tide? ·
Then he wheeled his horse and, dashing to the edge
What was it?
the timber, placed the bugle to his lips.
Two men!
It only took a few notes t9 show that he was skill
Only two and no more.
\i\Then the corporal and his four wounded returned to in the use of the bugle, and he carefully noted the cff .
, the timber, where they had left their pack-horses and · upon the redskins and soldiers.
"Ah! that is well-all of you 1mm wh~ are able
servants under a guard of three men,· they beheld there
· mount do so, and ride to different points along the ti
. two persons who had just ridden up to the camp.
The first was a young man with a smoothly-shaven face, • ber, showing yourselves and waving your swords,
full of fearlessness, and with a striking perfection of fea- though you were officers hurrying troops on.
The order was obeyed, and the edge of the timber s
ture.
His hair was cut short and clustered in curls about his presented a very animated scene, as the soldiers w
· temples, while his eyes were blue and very expressive, doing' all in ther power to carry out the ruse of the g
'-With a brightness about them that showed a spirit it would !ant stranger, to deceive the redskins, yes, and the soldie
too.
·
not do to arouse to anger.
''Bugler, make an effort and come down to me her
He was dressed in a corduroy suit, which fitted well
· his fine form, wore top boots, a belt of arms encircled his cried· the stranger from where he was seated upon 1
horse.
;> '"'.ais.t and a repeating rifle hung at his back.
The bugler was helped to his saddle by the Chin
" . His aompanion was a Chinaman, over six feet in height,
with massive shoulders, and ·he was dressed in a suit of and rode out to· tlie stranger.
"Take the bug!~· ~nd contlnue to blow the calls the b
buckskin which gave him an odd appearance.
His pigtail was stuck into a pouch on the back of his you can.
"Here, Chinee, come here with a rush!"
·· blouse, and his head was surmounted by a broad-brimOut dashe'd the Chinee; an cf t!1e order came:
~
.,
med sombrero. ·
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"Ride to the end of the line and back again. Tell the
corporal to come here, and then do you run back and
forth as though carrying orders.
" Do you understand ?"
"Allee samee Jikee 'Melican man, bossee," and away the
Chinaman rede down the line, and the corporal soon appeared.
" Go back into the timber. and I will come and give you
this coat and hat, and you ride out and play commander,
and the bugler will keep near you.
"I will come out at a run and then dart away like a
courier to the .command yond€r, and have the soldiers
also come 'back and forth."
" Yes, sir," and the corporal followed the stranger into
the timber., the exchange was made of coat and hat, and
the corporal rode back in fuJI view of the Indians and
soldiers.
Then the stranger went up to him at a run, halted an
instant, and driving spurs to his horse dashed over the
plain to the gallant band of soldiers who were wondering
at the strange maneuvers in the edge of the timber, and
where the reinforcements had come from.
CHAP'J;'E R XXIX.
THE MYST ERIOUS R tSCUER.
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"My name is Roy Rockland, and I am a gentleman at
large, rover at will , and gambler by profession."
A smile crossed the face of F red Forrester at this introduction of himself by the stranger, and he replied:
"I certainly am glad that your roving propensities
brought you this way, Mr. Rockland ; but permit me to
present Surgeon Powell of Fort Fairview, Captain T abor
of the -th Cavalry, and William Cody, chief of scouts,
and better known as Buffalo Bill.
"My other officers I will present when they come up
to us."
. The stranger raised his sombrero, and then accepteu
the outstretched hands of the surgeon and scout, while
he replied: ,
"I have knocked about the frontier some little; so, of
course, know of Buffalo Bill and the Surgeon Scout, while
the name of Captain F red Forrester is by no means un· '
/
known to me.
"But permit me to suggest, sir, that you Jet those Sioux
believe you intencl'.a hot pursuit and really have reinforcements."
"Thank you· for the suggestion, Mr. Rockland, and I
will at once follow your advice."
This Captain Forrester did by sending Buffalo Bill,
four scouts a nd Captain Tabor with his company to follow
the redskins for at least a mile or two, while with th~
others he removed his dead and wounded to the ridge,
where he had left his small reserve.
The party who went on the trnil of the Sioux soon
came upon a form lying in a thicket.
" It is a chief, <~nd he is badly wounded, so I will send
him back to Surgeon Powell," said Buffalo Bill, and he
was placed upon a horse in front of a soldier, who had
orders to take him back· to the timber.
In the meantime, Captain Forrester had overlooked the
situation, and finding that the position he occupied was
a good one, with a brook of water near, and grass for
the horses where they would not be exposed to a fii:e
should the Sioux retu i·n. decided to r emain there and
send for reinforcements.
vVhen the reinforcements ca.me, a crushing blow was infli cted upon the Sioux, •and one that they remembered
for many a long Clay. The renegade queen had evidently given up, for the time at least, her trail of Buffalo
Bill, for she retired to the depths of the Ind ian country
and peace reigned in the vicinity. Roy Rockland from
being an outlaw had by his rescue of Buffalo Bill, Captain
Forrester an<l their men, become a hero and a respectable
member of society, and he and his gigantic Chinese servant, who had accompanied him through all bi's ups and
downs. were famous on the border fo r many years.
Bowie knife Bessie, who had saved his li fe, li ved for
some time as the queen of Pocket City, and afterward met ·
the man she had saved.

The situation had suddenly changed for the soldiers,
and they drew Jong sig hs of relief, though they did not
weaken in their determination to die in their tracks if
need be.
The Indians were in full retreat, and the soldiers dogg·edl y following them when the supposed courier
·
dashed tip.
He cast his eye over the party, signaled out the commandant, and, sal uting, politely said :
"I am sorry I have not to report reinforcements, sir, so
please make the best of your favorable opportunity for
retreat."
"Not to report reinforcements, sir ?"
. "Why, surely there are troops in yonder timber, but
1
' where from I cannot g uess," said F red Forrester, in surprise.
" There are only th e few men you left there,' and sent
t
e back wounded, exceptin g myself and my Chinese servant,
si r."
"Do you mean this has all been a make-believe arrival
r of relief. ?''
~,.
"Yes, sir."
.·"
sir?"
whom,
"Instigated by
"I saw your desperate situation, sir, so maae an effort
~ to deceive the Indians by donning a uniforyb coat and hat
~loaned me by a negro, and also blowingjthe bugle calls,
.
·
e: fo r I happen to know them."
" You deceived us as well , sir; but you are not a soldier,
•
THE END. ·
rtthen ?"
¥ ''No, sir.·'
Next week's issue, No. 77. will contain "Buffalo Bill's
'' My name is Forrester, c<i.ptain, of A Company, - th
B uck~kin Band; or, Forcing the Redskins to the \ Va.II."
· 1 avalry, and I am happy to ,mP.et you, !lir, and thank
Roy Rockland, the former road-agent, became a warm
u for your service, for I bell•°!'ve every man of U!I here
b ve.s his life to your presence f mind and daring," and friend of· the scout, and assisted him in his great camptain F orrester extended h 's hand, while the !ltranger paign against the Sioux, in which he fi nally brok~ the
power of the tribe and broug ht the renegade queen to
asped it, with the remark : ·
- hay. How he did it will be told iii next week's issue.
" I am s-lad to feel that ~ h;we s~rve~ you, sir.

~

'•

Here are a few stories, boys. Peculiar dreams, and inte~esting, every one of them:
The c~ntest will soon be driwing to a dose, so ·get int~' it; everybody.
Su page 3 J. for particulars.
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My Hunting Dream.
Disappointed.
(B)( L. Haiber, Ohio.)
(By Charles Menagh, Washington, D. C.)
One cold, dreary winter's night I .sat by the fireside
I dr~~med I was out hunting with a friend and we had
r~ading a Buffalo Bill story, when some of my. chums · used all ·otir shot and ere coming home, -when a big
came to spend the evening with me.
black -bear came running after ~s.
Vl/e started to talk about gold and where it is found.
My fri end got away, but I did not.
We kept it up till L went to bed. I soon fell asleep and · · The bear chased me ·and I was getting out of breath
dreamed that my chums and I were digging for gold, and when ,there appeared before me a tree.
that we found it in . large quantities, and we started· to · · I quickly climbed it and just as I was ' about to grasp
the first branch I slipped and foll c,lown toward the bear.
quarrel over it.
At the same time my ·body struck the bed and I awoke.
I grnbbed the bags the gold was in and started fo run,
'
.
.
b1,1t my chtuns got me down and tried to get the gol.d, but
I held to it all right.
"Nhen I awoke I found my mother shaking me to try
· l'he Dream of the Cannibals.
to awak;e .rre. My :hands were ~till clinched, but when I
(J3y ' G. Gordon, Pa.)
01foned them I found no bags .of gold.
:A few . yea.rs ago I was tr'a';'eling with my . father in the
· West India Islands. T~les reached our ears, of the ter:
A True Dream.
.r.ible cruelty .o f .th~ cannibals.
The report' was that one of the governors of the islands
(By J. 'f-,ynch, N . Y.)
was
captured and eaten alive by them.
.
~[his dream ·r have to relate happened one year ago last
~ry
much
afraid
of
them
coming
and
capturing
I
waS'
winter. I dreamed that I was in the campus grounds at
us and ~atin~ us al~ve. I went to bed early, but could ·
Itpaca, and one of the buildings was afire.
not
go to sleep. · I did' so after a long time.
· ;
After a while I went up to it and found that it was- the
I
dreamed
th\
t
they
had
come
to
the
cabin
and
killed
veterinary college.
1
I saw a man carried out whom the people said was dead. diy father"and tak en me on a litter to where there were
Then I · saw a large piece of brick and stone falling rnore of them in a circle. I thought they were tall men
right . directly over me when, with a start, I awoke, and with long hair, and wild-looking eyes.
I !hought they set me down in the circle, where there·
fo.und I . was only dreaming.
ln the morning I was asked by my brother what I was was · a large pot boiling. They danced arom:id. me with 1
dr~aming about last night, and I told him.
In the morn- their spears for a long time ; then one of them came to me;·
ing p,a per we sa.w (,in account of the .veterjnary .college . and took my clothes off, and then they came to throw meb
fire, which surprised me, and my brothe~, who 'said I 'was · into the big pot.
'
· ·
·
Ju.st..as ,,they. were getting hold of me I woke up. I rar
a fast night wall~er, tb go tO Ithaca and back with news of
the tire i.n one night. T his mai seem like a.. make~up,~ to ·wher.e rn~·-fatfier was sleeping and tgld him my dream.
but it is the honest truth.
He let m'e sleep with him the rest 0£ the night.
'·
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H~RE'.$. A NEW.: CONTEST! ..

I

·ACORKER'! f

T~e Contest just starting is _going !o be the greatest. we ever ran. _It's an entirely new idea. The
Prizes are new and the finest we ever offered. The other contests held in the BUFFALO BILL WEEKLY have
all m(lde splendid, success, b~t this one· is ·sure to br~ak all records. Why? Because it is a brand-new idea.,-a ' tontest every boy· in America · has an equal ·chance in, and because the priies·' beat anything ever offered
before. All you have to do is to wrjte put an accou.nt, of any of your

.,,curious Dreams.
Bverybody has had remarkable dreams, .and anybody who sends in an account of one has a chance of
wiqnjng one of the prize~. They cons.'.st of .
"
.
, _ .·

THREE FIRST-CLASS PHOTOCRAp_... IC. OUTFITS,
·

lnclu hig Camera and all Appliancu for Taking and Developing Photographs.
,
a

'

,

i

fI ·
f•

Five · Hunting Axes· and Five . Hunting Knives.

f
f
f

Think of the fun you c~ have this winter with one of those cameras. You can take and develop
photographs pf all yol\r friends. Full directions go with each camera. Think how useful and handy a first- •
rate hunting knife or ax will be when you go hunting or trapping in the woods this winter.
To Win a Prize.-:--Write an account of any curious or remarkable dream you have had-no
matter what it was al]out. Tell ft in five hundred words, and · send it with the coupon you will find on this :
Rage, properly filled out; to the BUFFALO BILL ~EEKLY, care of Street & Smith, 238 William St., New York City. :

HERE IS A LIST OF TH!; PRIZES: .
T)lo _three boys w;ho send in the three most interesting accounts will
each receive an Eastman Pocket Kodak, with.complete
outfit. The camera takes picture Itx2 inches; uses film, and has
capacity for twelve pictures without rel.oading; weight six ounces. This
wonderful little camera takes pictures equal to the most expensive. It
Jllakes negatives of such sharpness and definition that beautiful enlargements of any size can be m&de from them. Has perfect Achromatic Lens of fixed focus, Rotary Shutter, with sets of three stops,
square View Finder, and covered with fine Seal Grain Leather. Takes
snap shots o.r time exposures. Easily c.arried in pocket or on bicycle.
Complete with roll of film. for twelve exposures and Leather Carrying
Case, with room for three extra film cartridges.
t

· The1five boys who S"end in the five next best accounts will each receive a Safety Hunting Ax. Dimensions over all llx4
inches: weight 18 ounces. The blade is made of solid tool steel, finely
tempered and highly polished. The handle is made of mild steel, nickle
plated on copper, with hapdle plates of engraved hard rubber. The
guard is of sheet steel, hinged on a spring in such a manner that either
open or'closed it is firmly held in position. ' The construction is unique

and of such a nature as to make it almost impossible for one part to
become detached from another. The h~ad has an oblong semi-cfrcular.
recess milled in either side to receive the slotted end of handle, which
is accurately milled to a close fit and firmly held by a l-inch steel
screw. This method of handle fastening preyents any liability of the
blade. working loose on the handle. The upper part of the ])and.le is
slotted on the under side to receive the folded sheet steel guard, which
is so arranged as to be firmly h11ld by a flat sttlel bar when open or
closed.
·
The five boys wh9 send in the five next best accounts will each receive a Sportsman•s Ideal Hunting Knife.
There is about as much difference in point of utility and beauty between
one of our" Ideal" hunting knives and a11y other knife on the market
as there is between a grizzly bear and a porcupine. They are hand
forged, hand tempered, hand tested by the rigidest possible test and
finillhed in a manner that makes them the handsomest knives in the
market. The "Ideal" knives are made with 5-inch blades, leather
handle, brass and fibre trimmings, with polished stag-horn tip. A handsome black o:r russet case with each knife.

Now, Boys, You See Your efiance.I
I

COUPON.

'

BILL
DREAM
CONTEST.
.
.
.

~

.

Name .. . . .. . .........•....... ·........ : .••••••...••••.•.
Street and No ....... ·.• ·.... ~ ........................... .
City or Town .....• : ••.•.•..•... ,~ .•..••••••••••.•••.••.
State . . .. . .. ......•••..•.•...~~/ .•.•.• ~ ••.••.•••.••••••.
Titte of Story .......••.... . .., ..... . ...... : •..... , • ; ... .

It's Up to You to Win a Prize!

This Contest doses December 1st.
entries must be in by that da.te.

All

Remembe.-, the "BUFF ALO BILL
WEEKLY" has the 'greatest circulation of any ~
weekly d~criptive of Indian warfare ever published.
Your story, whether it wins ,a prize or not, has a •
ehcµice of bdng published, and· w.i11 be read through-1
out the length and breadth of the Continent.

i
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BUFF!\LO BILL STORIES
(1'ARGE SIZ:&.)

Containing the Only Stories Authorized by Hon. WILLIAM F. CODY ("Buffalo Bill''). ·
48- Buffalo Bill's Secret; or, The Trail of a Traitor.
49- Buffalo Bill's Phantom Hunt; or, The Gold Guide of Colorado Canvon.
50- Buffalo Bill's Brother in Buckskin; or, Jhe Redskin Lariat Rangers.
51-Buffalo Bill's Trail of the Man Tigers; or, The Doom of the Branded Hand.
52-Buffalo Bill's Bov Pard ;. or, Training the Buckskin Bov.
53-Buffalo BiWs Vow of Vengeance; or, The Scout's Boy Ally.
54-Buffalo Bill and the Mad Hermit; or, Finding a Lost Trail.
55- Buffalo Bill's Bonanza; o r , The Clan of the Silver Circle.
56- Buffalo Bill's Ma s cot; or The Mystery of Death Valley.
57-Buffa lo .Bill and th e Surgeon Scout; or, The Brave Dumb Messenger.
5 8 -Buffa lo Bill' s Myst erious Trail; or, Tracking a Hidden Foe.
59-Buffa lo Bill a nd t he Masked Hussar; or, F ighting the P r airie Pirate~.
6 0 - Buffa lo Bill's Blind; or, Ru nnin g the Deat h Gauntlet.
St - B uffa lo Bill and the Ma sked Driver: or. The Fatal Run Through Death
Ca nyo n.
'
· 52-Buffa lo BlU's Still Hunt; or, Fighting the Robber of the Ranges.
63-Buffa lo Bill and the Red Riders; or, The Mad Driver of the Overlands.
64-B uffato Bill's Dead-Shot Pard; or, The Will-o'-the-Wisp of the Trails.
65- Buffalo Bill' s Run-Down; or, The Red-Hand Renegade's Death.
66-Buffa lo Bill' s Red T rail; or, I\ Race for Ranson.
6 7- Buffato ·Bm's Be st Bower ; or, Calling the Turn on Deat h Notch Dick.
6 8- B uffalo Bill a nd t he Go ld Ghouls; or, l)efying Death at Elephant Rock.
69-Buffa lo Bill's S py Sha dower; or. The He rmit of G rand Canyon.
70 - Buffa lo Bill' s Secret Camp; or, Trailing th e Cloven Hoofs.
71 - Buffalo Bill ' s Sweepstake; or, Hunting the Paradise Gold Mine.
72 - Buffa lo Bill a nd the Bla ck Heart Desperado; or, The Wipe-Out at ·Last ·
Cha ni:e.
73-'Buffalo Bm·s Dea t h Charm; or, The Lady in Velvet.
7 4-Buffalo Bill's Desperate Strategy; or, The. Mystery of the Cliff.
,
75-Buffalo Bill and t he Black Mask; or, The Raffle of Death.
76- Buffalo ~m·s Road Agen t Round-Up; or, Pa~1ther Pete's Revenge.
'

Back num~rs always on hand. If you cannot iret them from your newsdealer, Hn cents a eopy
will bring them to you, by mail, postpaid.
.
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Old C/3roadbrim Storie s

I

HIS new publication, the OLD BROAD BRIM WE ~ KL Y , issued each\
week will contain accounts of the adventures of one of the greate:;t detectives'
Q
in America. OLD BROADBRIM hails from Philadelphia, is 'a Q uaker, anQ:, is
feared by criminals all over the- world.' If ~ou want to read splendid storil,
of the shrewdest and sharpest kind of detective work, and learn the insiab
I
.
.
history of some of the greatest crimes of recent years, read the OLD BROADBRIM WEEKLY.

~

•I

tl{o. / - Old Broadbrim, the Quaker Detect- tl{o. 3- 0ld Broadbrim in a Race for Life; or
a Thirteen Day's Fight.
tive; or Solving the JY!ad House Mystery.
Old Broad brim had only thirteen days, in which to
Josiah Broadbrim's adventures disguised as a luuatic-

~
~

inside the asylum-probing its horrors-the fight
with the maniac-the escapes-are all told in this story
together with the account of ho~ the old Quaker foiled
one of the biggest and best planned will fraucls ever
perpetrated.

save the life of an innocent man condemned to die in the
electric chair. How the old Quaker after nearly losing
his life at the outset finally won his race for life, is an
exciting story.

!}(o. 4-0ld Broadbrim's Crimson Knot;· or

·tl{o. 2-0ld Broadbrim Fighting a Clique of
Crime; or, the Detective's Ghost AJly.
This tells of the uetective's fig)lt against the association
of villains in Philadelphia led by the famous Doctor
Lamonte-how they nearly succeeded in killing the
detective by the bite of a venomous snake and how he
foiled them by calling a Ghost from the.Grave.

The Bats of Baltimore.
The Bats of Baltimore were a strange crew of crooks
and criminals who inhabited · the slums and docks of
Baltimore and followed the leadership of a woman \Vhi' ·
plotted ~l their crimes. Broadbrim's hunt for a wealth ;
man who \has dissappeared mysteriously is told in th
.
.
JSsue.

.

~

T hese stories are among the very finest detective s~ries ever published.
can be purchased for Five Cents at -any newsdealers, or from

They

STREET & · SMITH, Publishe rs,
I
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